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Abstract

We construct the manifestly N = 4 supersymmetric off-shell superfield “master” action
for any number n of the N = 4 supermultiplets (4,4,0) described by harmonic analytic
superfields q+a(ζ, u), a = 1, . . . 2n , subjected to the most general harmonic constraints.
The action consists of the sigma-model and Wess-Zumino parts. We present the general
expressions for the target space metric, torsion and background gauge fields. The generic
target space geometry is shown to be weak HKT (hyper-Kähler with torsion), with the
strong HKT and HK ones as particular cases. The background gauge fields obey the self-
duality condition. Our formulation suggests that the weak HKT geometry is fully specified
by the two primary potentials: an unconstrained scalar potential L(q+, q−, u)|θ=0 which is
the θ = 0 projection of the superfield sigma-model Lagrangian, and a charge 3 harmonic
analytic potential L+3a(q+, u)|θ=0 coming from the harmonic constraint on q+a . The
reductions to the strong HKT and HK geometries amount to simple restrictions on the
underlying potentials. We also show, using the N = 2 superfield approach, that the most
general bosonic target geometry of the N = 4, d = 1 sigma models, of which the weak
HKT geometry is a particular case, naturally comes out after adding the mirror (4,4,0)
multiplets with different transformation laws under N = 4 supersymmetry and SO(4) R
symmetry. Thus the minimal dimension of the target spaces exhibiting such a “weakest”
geometry is 8, which corresponds to a pair of the mutually mirror (4,4,0) multiplets.
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1 Introduction

It is widely known that the superfield formulations of supersymmetric sigma models in diverse
dimensions, with all involved supersymmetries being manifest and off-shell, reveal the underly-
ing target bosonic geometries of these models in the most clear way. Such formulations directly
lead to the basic unconstrained potentials of the target geometries, and this is one of their
basic advantages. In most of cases, the potential appears as the generic superfield Lagrangian
of the given supersymmetric sigma model. For instance, the most general sigma-model type
Lagrangian of N = 1, d = 4 chiral superfields (or of their N = 2, d = 3, N = (2, 2), d = 2
and N = 4, d = 1 reductions) is just the Kähler potential of the underlying target Kähler
geometry [1]. Analogously, the most general Lagrangian of the analytic hypermultiplet super-
fields q+A(ζ, u) in the N = 2, d = 4 harmonic superspace formulation [2, 3] is an unconstrained
analytic function L+4(q+A, u±

k ) which encodes all the information about the underlying target
hyper-Kähler (HK) geometry [4]. For this reason and by analogy with the N = 1, d = 4 case,
this object was called the “hyper-Kähler potential” in [5]. The analogous harmonic analytic
superfield Lagrangian, extended to couplings to the most general Poincaré N = 2 supergravity
[6], is the fundamental object of the corresponding quaternion-Kähler (QK) target geometry
[7], whence the name “quaternion-Kähler potential” for it [8]. For the HK and QK geome-
tries, the relevant potentials were firstly introduced, when constructing the general off-shell
superfield actions for the hypermultiplets in the harmonic superspace (both in the flat case
and in the N = 2 supergravity background). Later on, these potentials were recovered [9],
[8] as the underlying objects of the corresponding geometries by constructing the appropriate
harmonic extensions of HK and QK manifolds and then solving the standard constraints of
these geometries in such extended spaces.

One more important example of how manifestly supersymmetric formulations help to reveal
the unconstrained potentials of the target geometries is offered by N = (4, 0), d = 2 super-
symmetric hypermultiplet sigma models. It was known that the relevant target geometry is
the strong version of the so called hyper-Kähler geometry with torsion (strong HKT)[10] 1.
The corresponding action was constructed in [19] in the harmonic superspace. It was found
to be fully specified by the analytic unconstrained potential L+3a(q+, u), a = 1, . . . 2n and n
being the number of the hypermultiplets involved. As was also shown in [19], the same object
naturally appears within the pure geometric setting: it solves the general constraints of the
N = (4, 0), d = 2 sigma model geometry 2.

In the present paper we apply a similar strategy to the case of the most general N = 4
supersymmetric mechanics based on the off-shell multiplets (4, 4, 0) (the numerals here stand
for the numbers of the physical bosonic, physical fermionic and auxiliary fields). This multiplet
is an important ingredient of the N = 4 supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SQM) model-
building. It can be treated as a “root” N = 4, d = 1 multiplet [20, 21], in the sense that SQM
models associated with other off-shell N = 4, d = 1 multiplets (e.g., with multiplets (3, 4, 1)
or (2, 4, 2)) can be obtained from the (4, 4, 0) SQM models via the so-called “automorphic

1This sort of target space geometries was revealed in the context of supersymmetric sigma models much
earlier than the nomenclature HKT was suggested for them (see e.g. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]). In
particular, they are target geometries of N = (4, 4), d = 2 supersymmetric group manifold WZNW sigma
models [12, 14].

2Strictly speaking, there appears one more potential, but it can be gauged into its flat value by the proper
target space gauge transformations.
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duality” [22], in its linear [22, 23] or nonlinear [24, 25] versions. As shown by us in [26],
the manifestly supersymmetric superfield formulation of this sort of duality amounts to the
procedure of gauging various isometries of the (4, 4, 0) SQM models by some non-propagating
(“topological”) N = 4 gauge superfields.

The natural description of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets is achieved in the N = 4, d = 1 HSS [24]
where they are represented by the analytic superfields q+a(ζ, u) subjected to some harmonic
constraints, which can be linear or non-linear. The general sigma-model type actions based on
the linear (4, 4, 0) multiplets were constructed in [24]. The corresponding target-space metric
is conformally flat in the case of one such multiplet, i.e. for 4-dimensional target manifolds,
and presents some natural generalization of the conformally flat metric for the general 4n-
dimensional targets. Non-trivial target metrics, in particular, the hyper-Kähler ones, can be
gained, if alternatively dealing with the nonlinear (4, 4, 0) multiplets. Some special class of
nonlinear (4, 4, 0) multiplets giving rise to SQM models with the 4-dimensional target hyper-
Kähler metrics described by the renowned Gibbons-Hawking ansatz [27] was considered in [26]
(in the component approach, these models were also constructed in [28]).

The basic goals of the present paper are, first, to present the most general nonlinear (4, 4, 0)
multiplets in the HSS approach, second, to construct the most general sigma-model and Wess-
Zumino (WZ) type superfield actions for such multiplets and, third, to reveal the relevant target
space geometry.

We show that the set of n most general (4, 4, 0) multiplets is described by the analytic
superfields q+a , a = 1, . . . , 2n , subjected to the nonlinear harmonic constraint 3

D++q+a = L+3a(q+b, u±
i ) , (1.1)

with L+3a being an arbitrary function of q+a and explicit harmonics.
The most general sigma-model type superfield action of these q+a multiplets is given by the

integral over the whole N = 4 HSS

S ∼
∫

dudtd4θL(q+a, q−b, u±
i ) , q−a = D−−q+a . (1.2)

The corresponding target space geometry is the general weak HKT geometry (see, e.g.,
[29, 30, 31] for the precise definitions 4). The HSS superfield formulation suggests that this
geometry is specified by two general potentials: the analytic potential L+3a| (hereafter, | denotes
the restriction to the θ independent parts), and the scalar non-analytic potential

L(q+a, q−b, u±
i )| . (1.3)

The most general coupling to an external (abelian) gauge field is given by the superfield
WZ term

SWZ ∼
∫

dudζ (−2)L+2(q+a, u±
i ) . (1.4)

We also argue that the most general N = 4, d = 1 sigma model geometry (which is even
less restrictive than the weak HKT one [30, 31]) corresponds to adding another, “mirror”

3Our notations are the same as in our previous papers, e.g. in [26] (see also Sect. 3).
4Discussion of HKT manifolds from the pure mathematical point of view can be found, e.g., in a recent

preprint [32] (and refs. therein).
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(or “twisted”) sort of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets [33, 34]. They differ from those described by
the superfields q+a in that the roles of two independent SU(2) automorphism groups of the
N = 4, d = 1 Poincaré superalgebra are interchanged for them. We were not able to perform
this more general analysis in the N = 4 superspace framework 5 and did this, using the
alternative N = 2 superfield formulation which extends the one given in [31].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, as a warm-up, we recall basic facts about the
N = 1 and N = 2 superfield formulations of sigma models in one dimension. The new result is
the derivation of the potentials specifying the most general N = 2, d = 1 superfield sigma model
action [31] directly from the constraints defining the relevant target space geometry [29, 30, 31],
like this has been done in [9, 8, 19] for other cases (already mentioned above). In Sect. 3 we
recall the basics of the N = 4, d = 1 HSS approach and how the linear (4, 4, 0) multiplet is
described within it. Sections 4 and 5 contain our basic results. There we define the most general
nonlinear (4, 4, 0) multiplet, construct its most general superfield sigma-model type and WZ
type actions and recover the geometry hidden in the sigma model action. It turns out to be
general weak HKT. We also specify the conditions under which it is reduced to the strong HKT
and general HK geometries. The background gauge field entering the WZ type action satisfies
the self-duality condition, whatever the target space geometry is. In Sect. 6 we collect some
particular cases of interest. In Sect. 7 we come back to the N = 2 superfield formulation in
order to exhibit the conditions imposed on the most general N = 2 superfield sigma-model
action by the requirement that it possesses an extra N = 2 supersymmetry which builds up the
manifest N = 2 supersymmetry to the N = 4 one. This analysis first repeats what has already
been done in [31], but we do one step further by including into the consideration, in the N = 2
superfield language, simultaneously two different sorts of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets. We show that
in such an extended system (with at least 8-dimensional target space) the requirement of hidden
N = 4 supersymmetry gives rise just to the conditions of the most general N = 4, d = 1 sigma
model target geometry, which are weaker than those of the weak HKT one.

2 N = 1 and N = 2 one-dimensional supersymmetry

Before turning to the N = 4 case, let us remind the reader of some results that may be found in
[29, 30, 31] where a generic N = 2 supersymmetric model in one dimension is studied. We start
by writing down a generic model with N = 1 supersymmetry. One may use a superspace with
coordinates (t, θ). The superfields X i(t, θ) = xi(t) + θλi(t) considered here are bosonic. The
variables xi may be seen as local coordinates on some manifold. The supersymmetric covariant
derivative D reads

D =
∂

∂θ
+ iθ∂t, D2 = i∂t, ∂t =

∂

∂t
. (2.1)

A general N = 1 supersymmetric action then reads

S = −1

2

∫

dtdθ [igij(X)DX i∂tX
j +

1

3!
cijk(X)DX iDXjDXk] , (2.2)

where the tensor gij may be chosen symmetric6 and will be interpreted as a metric on the
target manifold. The 3-tensor cijk is fully antisymmetric and will receive the interpretation of

5Such a study seems to require the more complicated bi-harmonic N = 4, d = 1 superspace framework [34].
6Using the algebra (2.1), a term containing an antisymmetric tensor gij may, using integration by parts, be

recast in the form of the second term on the right-hand side of (2.2).
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a torsion on the manifold. As opposed to models in two dimensions, the torsion three-form
c = cijk(x)dx

i ∧ dxj ∧ dxk is not closed in one dimension. In terms of the component fields
xi(t) = X i(t)|θ=0, λ

i(t) = DX i(t)|θ=0, we rewrite the action (2.2) as

S =
1

2

∫

dt [gij(x)∂tx
i∂tx

j + igij(x)λ
i∇λj +

1

3!
cijk,lλ

iλjλkλl] , f(x),i =
∂f(x)

∂xi
. (2.3)

The covariant derivative ∇ is defined as :

∇λj = ∂tλ
j + Γj

kl∂tx
kλl, Γj

kl = γj
kl(g) +

1

2
gjmcmkl, (2.4)

where gij is the inverse of the metric gij, and γj
kl(g) is the Christoffel symbol associated with

the metric g.

2.1 Geometrical constraints

We shall now restrict the geometry of the manifold by the requirement of extended supersymme-
try. In particular, it was shown in [29, 30, 31] that the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra requires
the existence of a complex structure I ij(x), I

i
jI

j
k = −δik, with vanishing Niejenhuis tensor

I liI
k
[j,l] − I ljI

k
[i,l] = 0 .

Invariance of the action (2.2) underN = 2 supersymmetry requires that the metric is hermitian,
I ikgijI

j
l = gkl, and that a symmetrized covariant derivative of the complex structure vanishes

∇(iI
j

k) = 0, ∇iV
j(x) =

∂V j

∂xi
+ Γj

ikV
k. (2.5)

Moreover, the torsion 3-form c should satisfy the constraints

ιIdc−
2

3
dιIc = 0, (2.6)

where ιI is the inner derivation with respect to the complex structure I defined, for any p-form
ω(p), by

ιIω
(p)(V1, · · · , Vp) =

p
∑

q=1

ω(p)(V1, · · · , IVq, · · · , Vp). (2.7)

It turns out that these constraints on the geometry may be easily solved. First, the inte-
grability of the complex structure means that one can choose complex coordinates zα, z̄ᾱ such
that the complex structure takes a simple form

Iβα = iδβα, I
β̄
ᾱ = −iδβ̄ᾱ, I

β
ᾱ = I β̄α = 0.

The hermiticity of the metric then means that its only non-zero components are the mixed ones
gαβ̄ = gβ̄α. The constraints (2.5) then lead to constraints on the connection

Γγ̄

(αβ) = Γγ

(ᾱβ̄)
= 0, Γγ

αβ̄
= Γγ̄

ᾱβ = 0. (2.8)
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The first two of these equations are automatically satisfied, thanks to the hermiticity of the
metric. The last two allow to determine some components of the torsion tensor in terms of the
metric

cαβ̄γ̄ = gαβ̄,γ̄ − gαγ̄,β̄, cαβγ̄ = gαγ̄,β − gβγ̄,α. (2.9)

We introduce the 2-form

Ω =
i

2
gijI

j
kdx

i ∧ dxk = gαβ̄dz
α ∧ dz̄β̄ , (2.10)

and separate the exterior derivative into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts

d = ∂ + ∂̄, ∂ = dzα
∂

∂zα
, ∂̄ = dz̄ᾱ

∂

∂z̄ᾱ
. (2.11)

We also separate the torsion 3-form according to the number of holomorphic dzα and anti-
holomorphic dz̄ᾱ differentials

c = c(3,0) + c(2,1) + c(1,2) + c(0,3),

c(3,0) = cαβγdz
α ∧ dzβ ∧ dzγ , c(0,3) = cᾱβ̄γ̄dz̄

ᾱ ∧ dz̄β̄ ∧ dz̄γ̄ ,

c(2,1) = 3cαβγ̄dz
α ∧ dzβ ∧ dz̄γ̄ , c(1,2) = 3cαβ̄γ̄dz

α ∧ dz̄β̄ ∧ dz̄γ̄, (2.12)

We may then rewrite the constraints (2.9) in terms of forms

c(2,1) = −∂Ω, c(1,2) = ∂̄Ω. (2.13)

The 3-forms c(p,q) are also convenient objects to deal with the constraints (2.6). Indeed, a short
calculation leads to

ιIdc−
2

3
dιIc = i(2∂c(3,0) +

4

3
∂c(2,1) − 2

3
∂̄c(2,1) +

2

3
∂c(1,2) − 4

3
∂̄c(1,2) − 2∂̄c(0,3)). (2.14)

An important feature of the expression in the right-hand side is that ∂̄c(3,0) and ∂c(0,3) do not
appear. The constraints (2.6) may now be written as

∂c(3,0) = 0, ∂̄c(0,3) = 0,

∂c(2,1) = 0 ∂̄c(1,2) = 0, ∂c(1,2) − ∂̄c(2,1) = 0. (2.15)

The constraints on the second line of equations (2.15) are automatically solved by the expres-
sions in (2.13). So it remains simply to solve the constraints of the first line as follows

c(3,0) = ∂B(2,0), c(0,3) = ∂̄B(0,2). (2.16)

Or, in components,
cαβγ = B[αβ,γ], cᾱβ̄γ̄ = B[ᾱβ̄,γ̄]. (2.17)

To summarize, the geometry of the target manifold is determined by the hermitian metric
gαβ̄ (or by the (1, 1) form Ω in (2.10)) and by the antisymmetric tensors Bαβ and Bᾱβ̄ (or by
the forms B(2,0) and B(0,2)). The torsion is then determined using (2.13) and (2.16). Notice
that a change in the 2-forms (i.e., a target space gauge transformation)

B(2,0) −→ B(2,0) + ∂V (1,0), B(0,2) −→ B(0,2) + ∂̄V (0,1), (2.18)

does not affect the geometry.
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2.2 N = 2 superspace

We now consider things the other way around, and construct the most general action in N = 2
superspace with coordinates t, θ, θ̄. The supersymmetric covariant derivatives are

D =
1√
2

(

∂

∂θ
+ iθ̄∂t

)

, D̄ =
1√
2

(

∂

∂θ̄
+ iθ∂t

)

, D2 = D̄2 = 0, {D, D̄} = i∂t. (2.19)

We have to use chiral Zα, D̄Zα and antichiral Z̄ ᾱ, DZ̄ ᾱ, superfields. The general form of
the N = 2 supersymmetric action then reads [31]

S =
1

2

∫

dtdθdθ̄ [−gαβ̄(Z, Z̄)DZαD̄Z̄ β̄ +
1

12
Bαβ(Z, Z̄)DZαDZβ +

1

12
Bᾱβ̄(Z, Z̄)D̄Z ᾱD̄Z β̄] .

(2.20)
It is naturally written in terms of the hermitian metric g and 2-form B which solve the geo-
metrical constraints in the previous subsection. Under a change of the B tensors as in (2.18),
the integrand in the action S is shifted by a total derivative

Bαβ → Bαβ + V[β,α], Bᾱβ̄ → Bᾱβ̄ + V[β̄,ᾱ],

S → S +
∫

dtdθdθ̄ [D(VαDZα) + D̄(VᾱD̄Z̄ ᾱ)] . (2.21)

We define the component fields by

zα = Zα|θ=θ̄=0, z̄
ᾱ = Z̄ ᾱ|θ=θ̄=0, λ

α = DZα|θ=θ̄=0, λ̄
ᾱ = D̄Z̄ ᾱ|θ=θ̄=0 (2.22)

When going to the component form of the action, one recovers an expression of the type (2.3),
with an hermitian metric gαβ̄ , and the torsion is given by equations (2.9) and (2.17). Thus, the
geometrical constraints are automatically satisfied.

In Sect.7 we shall come back to thisN = 2 superfield formalism to discuss general constraints
imposed by an extra N = 2 supersymmetry which builds up the manifest one to N = 4
supersymmetry.

3 N=4 , d=1 harmonic superspace

3.1 Generalities

We start this Section by recapitulating some basic facts about N=4, d=1 harmonic superspace
(HSS), following [24] and our papers [26, 35, 36].

The ordinary N=4, d=1 superspace is defined as

(t, θi, θ̄
i) , θ̄i = (θi) , (3.1)

where t is the time coordinate and the Grassmann-odd coordinates θi, θ̄
i form doublets of the

automorphism group SU(2)A
7. The N=4 supertranslations act as

δθi = εi , δθ̄i = ε̄i , δt = i
(

θ̄iεi − ε̄iθi
)

. (3.2)

7The second automorphism SU(2) of the N=4, d=1 Poincaré supersymmetry is implicit in this notation; it
combines θi and θ̄i into a doublet.
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The corresponding covariant derivatives are

Di =
∂

∂θi
+ iθ̄i∂t , D̄i =

∂

∂θ̄i
+ iθi∂t , {Di, D̄j} = 2iδij∂t , {Di, Dj} = {D̄i, D̄j} = 0 . (3.3)

N=4, d=1 HSS is an extension of (3.1) by the harmonics u±
i ∈ SU(2)A/U(1) . The basic

relations the harmonics satisfy are u−
i = (u+i) , u+iu−

i = 1 . The latter constraint implies the
completeness relation

u+
i u

−
k − u+

k u
−
i = ǫik . (3.4)

The coordinates of N=4, d=1 HSS in the analytic basis are
(

tA = t− i(θ+θ̄− + θ−θ̄+) , θ± = θiu±
i , θ̄

± = θ̄iu±
i , u

±
k

)

. (3.5)

The analytic subspace of HSS is defined as the subset

(tA, θ
+, θ̄+, u±

i ) ≡ (ζ, u). (3.6)

It is closed under the N=4 supersymmetry (3.2).
In the central basis (t, θi, θ̄

k, u±i) we define the harmonic derivatives and the harmonic
projections of spinor derivatives as

D±± = ∂±± = u±
i

∂

∂u∓
i

, D± = u±
i D

i, D̄± = u±
i D̄

i , . (3.7)

In the analytic basis, the same spinor and harmonic derivatives read

D+ =
∂

∂θ−
, D̄+ = − ∂

∂θ̄−
, D− = − ∂

∂θ+
+ 2iθ̄−∂tA , D̄− =

∂

∂θ̄+
+ 2iθ−∂tA ,

D++ = ∂++ − 2iθ+θ̄+∂tA + θ+
∂

∂θ−
+ θ̄+

∂

∂θ̄−
,

D−− = ∂−− − 2iθ−θ̄−∂tA + θ−
∂

∂θ+
+ θ̄−

∂

∂θ̄+
. (3.8)

The basic relations of the algebra of these derivatives are

[D±±, D∓] = D±, [D±±, D̄∓] = D̄±, {D+, D̄−} = −{D−, D̄+} = 2i∂tA ,

[D++, D−−] = D0 , [D0, D±±] = ±2D±± , (3.9)

D0 = u+
i

∂

∂u+
i

− u−
i

∂

∂u−
i

+ θ+
∂

∂θ+
+ θ̄+

∂

∂θ̄+
− θ−

∂

∂θ−
− θ̄−

∂

∂θ̄−
. (3.10)

The derivatives D+, D̄+ are short in the analytic basis, which implies the existence of
analytic N=4 superfields Φ(q)(ζ, u)

D+Φ(q) = D̄+Φ(q) = 0 ⇒ Φ(q) = Φ(q)(ζ, u) , (3.11)

q being the external harmonic U(1) charge, D0Φ(q) = qΦ(q) . This Grassmann harmonic ana-
lyticity is preserved by the harmonic derivative D++ which commutes with D+ and D̄+.

Finally, the measures of integration over the full HSS and its analytic subspace are given,
respectively, by

dudtd4θ = dudtA(D
−D̄−)(D+D̄+) = µ

(−2)
A (D+D̄+),

µ
(−2)
A = dudζ (−2) = dudtAdθ

+dθ̄+ = dudtA(D
−D̄−). (3.12)
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3.2 Linear multiplet (4, 4, 0) in HSS

Most of the N=4, d=1 multiplets with four fermions, namely, the multiplets (1, 4, 3), (3, 4, 1),
(4, 4, 0) and (0, 4, 4), have a concise off-shell description in terms of the harmonic analytic N=4
superfields 8. They are known to exist in linear and nonlinear versions [37, 38, 24, 25, 26, 28, 39].
The multiplets (4, 4, 0) can be considered as a “root” N=4, d=1 multiplets: as shown in [21]
on the component level and in [26], [35], [36] in the superfield approach, the invariant actions
of the other multiplets can be obtained from the general (4, 4, 0) action by some well-defined
procedure.

The standard linear multiplet (4, 4, 0) is described by a doublet analytic superfield q+a(ζ, u)
of charge 1 satisfying the non-dynamical harmonic constraint 9

D++q+a = 0 ⇒ q+a(ζ, u) = f ia(t)u+
i + θ+χa(t) + θ̄+χ̄a(t) + 2iθ+θ̄+∂tf

ia(t)u−
i . (3.13)

The Grassmann analyticity conditions together with the harmonic constraints (3.13) imply that
in the central basis

q+a = qia(t, θ, θ̄)u+
i , D(iqk)a = D̄(iqk)a = 0 . (3.14)

We may write a general off-shell action for the linear (4, 4, 0) multiplet as

Sq =

∫

dudtd4θL(q+a, q−b, u±), (3.15)

where
q−a ≡ D−−q+a = qiau−

i . (3.16)

The action (3.15) can be rewritten in terms of the ordinary N = 4 superfield qia as

Sq =

∫

dtd4θ L(qia) , L(qia) =

∫

duL(q+a, q−b, u±) . (3.17)

The free action is given by

Sfree
q = −1

8

∫

dtd4θ qiaqia = −1

4

∫

dudtd4θ q+aq−a =
i

2

∫

dudζ (−2) q+a∂tq
+
a . (3.18)

The action (3.15) produces a sigma-model type action in components. The corresponding
target metric is necessarily conformally flat in the case of one multiplet (i.e. for 4-dimensional
target space) and is given by the expression

gia kb ∼ ∆[ab] L(f) ǫik, ∆[ab] =
∂2

∂f ja ∂f b
j

, L(f) = L(qia)|θ=0 , (3.19)

for the general 4n-dimensional target10.

8The multiplets (2,4,2) also admit a formulation in N=4, d=1 HSS, though in some indirect way [36].
9For brevity, in what follows we frequently omit the index ”A” of tA.

10In a complex parametrization of the target space, the same form of the metric was derived in [40, 31].
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One can also construct an invariant which in components yields a Wess-Zumino type action,
with one time derivative on the bosonic fields plus Yukawa-type fermionic terms. It is given by
the following integral over the analytic subspace

SWZ = i

∫

dudζ (−2)L+2(q+a, u±) . (3.20)

The component Lagrangian contains the Lorentz-force type coupling ∼ Aia(f)ḟ
ia, where the

abelian external gauge field Aia satisfies the R4 self-duality condition in the 4-dimensional case
and the appropriate generalization of this condition in the 4n-dimensional case [24].

4 Nonlinear q+ multiplet and its off-shell action

4.1 Most general nonlinear (4,4,0) multiplets

The idea of nonlinear N=4, d = 1 q+ multiplet is based on the analogy of the kinematical
harmonic constraint (3.13) with the superfield equation of motion of the free q+ hypermultiplet
in N=2, d = 4 HSS [2, 3]. The most general self-interaction of n hypermultiplets q+A, A =
1, . . . 2n, at the level of the superfield equations of motion, corresponds just to the replacement

(a) D++q+A = 0 ⇒ (b) D++q+A = Ω[AB] ∂L+4

∂q+B
. (4.21)

Here, L+4 = L+4(q+, u±) is the harmonic superspace hyper-kähler potential which encodes
the full information about the bosonic hyper-kähler sigma model Lagrangian appearing as the
purely bosonic part of the component hypermultiplet Lagrangian [5, 9]11, and Ω[AB] is a constant
skew-symmetric USp(2n) metric (Ω[AB]Ω[BC] = δAC ).

In our d = 1 case, the constraint (3.13) is analogous to the free d = 4 hypermultiplet
equation of motion (4.21a), but its crucial difference from the latter is that it just reduces the
infinite field contents of the harmonic analytic N=4, d = 1 superfield q+a to the irreducible
component set (4, 4, 0), yet entailing no dynamical equations for the remaining fields. Then an
obvious nonlinear generalization of the harmonic constraint (3.13) is

D++q+a = L+3a(q+, u±) , (4.22)

where L+3a is an arbitrary charge 3 function of its arguments. This generalized constraint
preserves the Grassmann harmonic analyticity and supersymmetry. Any higher-order derivative
(D++)pq+a is expressed through q+a from (4.22). Also, as in the linear case, the only other
independent harmonic derivative of q+a is the non-analytic one D−−q+a: any higher-order
derivative (D−−)pq+a, p > 1 , can be shown to satisfy, as a consequence of (4.22), a harmonic
differential equation which expresses it (at least perturbatively) in terms of q+a and D−−q+a.
In other words, as in the linear case, the only independent harmonic projections of q+a are this
superfield itself and the non-analytic superfield q−a = D−−q+a.

In what follows we assume that the index a runs from 1 to 2n, which corresponds to
considering n (4, 4, 0) multiplets. For the component fields in the θ-expansion of q+a,

q+a(ζ, u) = f+a(t, u) + θ+ χa(t, u) + θ̄+ χ̄a(t, u) + θ+θ̄+A−a , (4.23)

11This harmonic hyper-Kähler potential is a direct analog of the Kähler potential appearing as the most
general Lagrangian of N=1, d=4 chiral superfields [1].
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the superfield constraint (4.22) implies the following harmonic constraints

∂++f+a = L+3a(f+, u±) , (4.24)

D++χa = D++χ̄a = 0 , (4.25)

D++A−a = 2iḟ+a + E+a
cd χ̄

cχd , (4.26)

where

D++Ga(t, u) := ∂++Ga − E+2a
b Gb , D++Fa(t, u) := ∂++Fa + E+2b

a Fb , (4.27)

E+2a
b (f+, u) :=

∂L+3a

∂f+b
, (4.28)

for any contra- and covariant 2n-vectors Ga and Fa , and

E+a
bc = E+a

cb := ∂+bE
+2a
c = ∂+b∂+cL+3a . (4.29)

The role of the constraints (4.24) - (4.26) is the same as that of the kinematical part of the
d = 4 constraints (4.21): they fix the harmonic dependence of all involved fields, expressing
them through the ordinary fields f ia(t)(i = 1, 2), χa(t) and χ̄a(t) which appear as the integration
constants in these 1-st order harmonic differential equations. It is seen that (4.24) - (4.26) do
not imply equations of motion for the physical fields. An important corollary of (4.24) is

D++ḟ+a = 0 . (4.30)

4.2 Geometric considerations

As was already mentioned, the only independent harmonic projection of q+a, besides q+a itself,
is q−a := D−−q+a. When expanded in θ, θ̄, the non-analytic superfield q−a reads

q−a = D−−q+a = ∂−−f+a − 2iθ−θ̄− ḟ+a + θ− χa + θ̄− χ̄a + θ+ ∂−−χa + θ̄+ ∂−−χ̄a

+ θ+θ̄+ ∂−−A−a + (θ−θ̄+ + θ+θ̄−)A−a − 2iθ−θ̄−θ+ χ̇a

−2iθ−θ̄−θ̄+ ˙̄χa − 2iθ−θ̄−θ+θ̄+ Ȧ−a . (4.31)

We can choose as the second half of the target space bosonic coordinates the first component
in (4.31), i.e. the quantity

f−a := ∂−−f+a . (4.32)

The set of the target space coordinates {f+a(t, u), f−a(t, u), u±i} define a “λ basis” in the har-
monic extension {f ia(t), u±i} of the target bosonic space {f ia(t)}. The latter parametrization
is called the “τ basis” (see [2, 3, 19] for the similar terminology in the case of the harmonic
description of hyper-Kähler geometry). The coordinates in both bases are related through the
“bridges”:

f+a = f iau+
i + v+a(f ia, u±) , f−a = f iau−

i + v−a(f ia, u±) , v−a = ∂−−v+a , (4.33)

the basic relation (4.24) being interpreted as the equation specifying the bridge v+a in terms
of the τ basis coordinates

∂++v+a = L+3a(f iau+
i + v+a, u±) . (4.34)
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It will be useful to give the harmonic derivatives in the considered λ basis:

∂++ = ∂̂++ + ∂++f+a ∂

∂f+a
+ ∂++f−a ∂

∂f−a

= ∂̂++ + L+3a ∂

∂f+a
+
(

f+a + ∂̂−−L+3a + f−bE+2a
b

) ∂

∂f−a
, (4.35)

∂−− = ∂̂−− + f−a ∂

∂f+a
+ ∂−−f−a ∂

∂f−a
, (4.36)

where ∂̂±± denote those parts of the harmonic derivatives which act only on the explicit har-
monics (and so do not act on f±a) and we made use of the relations [∂++, ∂−−] = ∂0 and (4.24),
(4.32). Note that (4.24) implies the harmonic differential equation for ∂−−f−a:

D++(∂−−f−a) = (∂̂−−)2L+3a + 2f−b∂̂−−E+2a
b + f−bf−cE+a

bc . (4.37)

It follows from eq. (4.37) that ∂−−f−a = (∂−−)2f+a (and all higher-order ∂−− derivatives of
f+a) are indeed expressed through f+a and f−a as the only independent coordinates of the
target manifold in the λ-basis.

The relations (4.24) - (4.26) and (4.30) are covariant under the analytic target space diffeo-
morphism transformations

δf+a = λ+a(f+, u) , δL+3a = L+3b∂+bλ
+a + ∂̂++λ+a , (4.38)

δf−a = ∂̂−−λ+a + f−b∂+bλ
+a , (4.39)

δE+2a
b = −∂+bλ

+cE+2a
c + E+2d

b ∂+dλ
+a + ∂++(∂+bλ

+a) , (4.40)

δχa = ∂+bλ
+aχb , δχ̄a = ∂+bλ

+aχ̄b ,

δA−a = ∂+bλ
+aA−b + ∂+c∂+dλ

+a χ̄cχd . (4.41)

Note that the transformation laws (4.39) and (4.40) follow from (4.38) and the definitions
(4.28), (4.32). As we see, the target analyticity-preserving diffeomorphisms induce the analytic
tangent GL(2n) transformations12 of the external tensor indices with the gauge parameter
∂aλ

b(f+, u), i.e. in the present case we are dealing with a gauge-fixed version of the λ basis
target geometry, like in the HSS formulations of the hyper-Kähler [9], quaternion-Kähler [8]
and the N=4 heterotic sigma models geometries [19].

For what follows it is useful to introduce a non-analytic harmonic vielbein E−2a
b (f+, f−, u)

related to E+2a
b (f+, u) by the harmonic zero-curvature equation

∂−−E+2a
b = D++E−2a

b . (4.42)

The covariance of this equation requires that E−2a
b transforms in the following way

δE−2a
b = −∂+bλ

+cE−2a
c + E−2d

b ∂+dλ
+a + ∂−−(∂+bλ

+a) . (4.43)

This quantity is just the harmonic connection covariantizing the derivative ∂−−:

D−−Ga(t, u) := ∂−−Ga − E−2a
b Gb , D−−Fa(t, u) := ∂−−Fa + E−2b

a Fb . (4.44)

12Strictly speaking, the tangent space gauge group is GL(n,H) ⊃ USp(2n) ; for simplicity, we denote it
GL(2n), hoping that this will not result in a misunderstanding.
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In virtue of the condition (4.42) these covariantized harmonic derivatives satisfy the same
algebra as the flat ones

[D++,D−−] = ∂0 . (4.45)

The fact that there exist the analytic frame GL(2n) transformations implies the necessity of
introducing, apart from the bridges between λ and τ bases, also some GL(2n) valued “bridges”
M b

a which relate the analytic λ frame to the τ frame in which gauge transformations do not
depend on harmonics. These frame bridges are defined by the relations

∂±±M b
a + E±2c

a M b
c = 0 , ∂±±(M−1)ab − E±2a

c (M−1)cb = 0 , (4.46)

M b
a(M

−1)ac = δbc , M b
a(M

−1)bb = δba ,

δM b
a = −∂+aλ

+cM b
c , δ(M−1)ac = ∂+bλ

+a(M−1)bc . (4.47)

The underlined indices are inert under the λ frame group, on them some harmonic-independent
τ gauge group is appropriately implemented. This τ gauge group can be interpreted as a
redundancy in solving the harmonic equations (4.46) which express (non-locally in harmonics)
the bridges in terms of E±c

a :

M b
a = M̃d

a L
b
d , (M−1)ab = (L−1)db (M̃

−1)ad , ∂±±Lb
d = 0 , M̃d

a = δda − (∂++)−1E+2d
a + . . . ,(4.48)

where (∂++)−1 is the appropriate harmonic Green function [3]. The harmonic-independent
GL(2n) gauge group matrices Lb

d can be used to fix one or another convenient τ gauge.
Using the frame bridges, one can relate various λ and τ frame tensors. In particular,

the objects in the λ frame subjected to the covariant conditions of harmonic independence,
e.g. fermions χa, χ̄a satisfying (4.25), can be transformed into objects which are manifestly
harmonic-independent, and vice versa:

χa = Ma
b χ

b , χ̄a = Ma
b χ̄

b , eq. (4.25) ⇔ ∂++χa = ∂++χ̄a = 0 . (4.49)

Also, exploiting bridges allows one to show the validity of a covariantized version of the well-
known lemma [2, 3]

D++F
q a1···ap
b1···bk

= 0 ⇒ F
q a1···ap
b1···bk

= 0 for q < 0 (4.50)

and of the similar proposition with D−− (for q > 0).
The last geometric objects of the λ geometry which we shall need are the covariant deriva-

tives with respect to the analytic basis coordinates

D+aG
b = ∇+aG

b − E−b
ac G

c , D+aFb = ∇+aFb + E−c
ab Fc , D−a = ∂−a , (4.51)

where
∇+a = ∂+a + E−2b

a ∂−b , D++E−a
cd = E+a

cd . (4.52)

The derivative ∂−a does not need to be covariantized due to the analyticity of λ+a , ∂−bλ
+a = 0 .

From the definition of E−a
cd and the proposition (4.50) it follows that

E−a
cd = E−a

dc . (4.53)

Also, it is easy to check that
D++ ∂−bE

−2a
d = E+a

bd , (4.54)
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which, together with the definition (4.52), by the lemma (4.50) implies

E−a
cd = ∂−cE

−2a
d = ∂−dE

−2a
c . (4.55)

The covariant derivatives defined above have the following commutation relations among
themselves and with the covariantized harmonic derivatives

[D+a,D+b] = [D−a,D−b] = 0 , [D+a,D−b] = R+−
(ab) , (4.56)

[D++,D−b] = [D−−,D+b] = 0 , [D++,D+b] = −D−b , [D−−,D−b] = −D+b . (4.57)

Here
(R+−

(ab))
c
d = ∂−a∂−bE

−2 c
d = ∂−aE

− c
bd . (4.58)

This curvature is totally symmetric in the lower case indices as a consequence of (4.55).
Using the definitions and relations given above, as well as the general proposition (4.50),

one can derive a set of useful identities to be exploited in what follows

D−−E+a
bc = E−a

bc +D++∇+cE
−2a
b , (4.59)

D−−E−a
bc = ∇+cE

−2a
b , (4.60)

D−−ḟ+a = ḟ−a −E−2a
b ḟ+b , (4.61)

D++
(

ḟ−a − E−2a
b ḟ+b

)

= ḟ+a , (4.62)

D−−
(

ḟ−a − E−2a
b ḟ+b

)

= (D−−)2ḟ+a = 0 . (4.63)

These identities imply some corollaries. E.g., it follows from (4.60) that

∇+[cE
−2a
b] = 0 ⇒ [∇+c,∇+b] = 0 . (4.64)

Also, comparing the second of eqs. (4.52) and eq. (4.62) with the constraint (4.26) on A−a and
taking into account the constraints (4.25), we observe that A−a can be represented as

A−a = Â−a + E−a
bc χ̄

bχc , Â−a = 2i
(

ḟ−a −E−2a
b ḟ+b

)

, D−−Â−a = 0 . (4.65)

Another useful identity is
∇+[cE

−a
d]b + E−f

b[cE
−a
d]f = 0 . (4.66)

One more corollary is the relation

E−2 a
b =

1

2
∂−b(∂

−−f−a) . (4.67)

Finally, note that we could restrict the tangent frame gauge group from GL(2n) to its
subgroup USp(2n) ⊂ GL(2n). This restriction amounts to the requirement of preserving a
constant skew-symmetric tensor Ω[a b]:

∂+aλ
+cΩ[cb] + ∂+bλ

+cΩ[ac] = 0 ⇒ ∂+[aλ
+
c] = 0 , λ+

a := Ω[ab]λ
+b . (4.68)

This implies
λ+
b = ∂+bλ

++(f+, u) , ∂+aλ
+b = Ω[bc]∂+a∂+cλ

++ ≡ Ω[bc]λ(ac) , (4.69)
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where λ++ is an arbitrary charge 2 analytic harmonic function. After restricting to USp(2n)
as the frame gauge group, it is consistent to impose the USp(2n) invariant constraint

∂+[aL+3
b] = 0 , L+3

b := Ω[bc]L+3c , (4.70)

which is solved by
L+3

a = ∂+aL+4(f+, u) . (4.71)

The gauge transformation law (4.38) restricted to the USp(2n) gauge group with the infinites-
imal parameters (4.69) implies for the potential L+4 the simple transformation law

δL+4 = ∂̂++λ++ . (4.72)

It should be pointed out that there is no intrinsic reason to impose the constraint (4.71).
It can be imposed if the analytic tangent frame group is restricted from GL(2n) to USp(2n).
Nevertheless, as will be clear soon (Sect. 6), this extra constraint has a simple geometric
interpretation.

4.3 The invariant actions

As the independent superfield projections of q+a in the nonlinear case are q+a and q−a =
D−−q+a, like in the case of linear harmonic constraints, the most general sigma model action
and the WZ type action look like their linear case prototypes (3.15) and (3.20)

S̃q =

∫

dtdud4θL(q+a, q−b, u±) , (4.73)

S̃WZ = i

∫

duζ (−2)L+2(q+a, u±) . (4.74)

However, the component structure of these superfield actions radically differs from that of their
linear analogs.

Let us first work out the component form of (4.73). Substituting there the θ expansions
(4.23) and (4.31) and performing the integration over θs, we can rewrite (4.73) as

S̃q =

∫

dtduLcomp(f±(t, u), χ(t, u), χ̄(t, u), u±). (4.75)

After rather cumbersome calculations making use of the relations derived in the previous Sub-
section, in particular, the identities and relations (4.59) - (4.65), we find the following relatively
simple expression for L̃comp:

Lcomp = L(1) + L(2) + L(3) , (4.76)

L(1) = 4iF[ab]

{

2iḟ+[a
(

ḟ−b] −E−2 b]
c ḟ+c

)

+
1

2

(

∇χ̄[aχb] − χ̄[a∇χb]
)

}

(4.77)

L(2) = 4i
{

D+bF[ac] ḟ
+a + ∂−bF[ac]

(

ḟ−a − E−2 a
d ḟ+d

)}

χ̄(bχc) (4.78)

L(3) = (D+aD+b∂−c∂−dL(f, u)) χ̄(aχb)χ̄(cχd)

= −
(

D+[b∂−d]F[ac]

)

χ̄aχ̄cχbχd = −
(

∂−[dD+b]F[ac]

)

χ̄aχ̄cχbχd . (4.79)
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Here

F[ac] = D+[a∂−c]L = ∇+[a∂−c] L = ∂−[c∇+a] L , (4.80)

∇χa = χ̇a − ḟ+dE− a
dc χ

c , ∇χ̄a = ˙̄χa − ḟ+dE− a
dc χ̄

c , (4.81)

and
L(f, u) = L(q+, q−, u±)|θ=θ̄=0 . (4.82)

Note that the quartic term (4.79) is not changed under the permutation of the pairs of the
lower case indices (d, b) ↔ (a, c) as a consequence of the fact that the curvature (4.58) is
totaly symmetric in its lower case indices. The symplectic “metric” F[a c], as a consequence of
its definition and some identities derived in Sect. 3.2, satisfies simple cyclic relations

∂−aF[bc] + cycle = 0 , D+aF[bc] + cycle = ∇+aF[bc] + cycle = 0 . (4.83)

While deriving (4.77) - (4.79), we started from the superfield Lagrangian, so the component
action (4.73) is N = 4 superinvariant by construction. A good check of the correctness of
the component action is to explicitly show that it is invariant under the off-shell N = 4
supersymmetry transformations of the component fields:

δf+a = ε+χa + ε̄+χ̄a , δf−a = ε−χa + ε̄ −χ̄a + ε+E−2 a
b χb + ε̄+E−2 a

b χ̄b ,

δχa = ε̄+
[

2i
(

ḟ−a − E−2 a
b ḟ+b

)

+ E−a
bc χ̄

bχc
]

− 2iε̄ −ḟ+a ,

δχ̄a = −ε+
[

2i
(

ḟ−a − E−2 a
b ḟ+b

)

+ E−a
bc χ̄

bχc
]

+ 2iε−ḟ+a , (4.84)

where ε± = −εiu±
i , ε̄± = −ε̄iu±

i and we made use of the expression (4.65) for A−a, as well as
the relations

D−−χa = ∂−−χa − E−2 a
b χb = 0 , D−−χ̄a = ∂−−χ̄a − E−2 a

b χ̄b = 0 , (4.85)

which follow from (4.25). Note that the N = 4 transformation of the composite component
field A−a in the θ-expansion (4.23),

δA−a = 2iε−χ̇a + 2iε̄− ˙̄χa , (4.86)

can now be reproduced as a result of varying (4.65) with respect to the N = 4 supersymmetry
transformations (4.84).

After rather long computation we have checked that the total Lagrangian (4.76) is invariant
under (4.84) modulo a total time derivative, i.e. the action (4.73) is indeed N = 4 supersym-
metric. In this check, we essentially used the cyclic relations (4.83), as well as the relations
(4.55), (4.64) and (4.66).

Thus we constructed the most general N = 4 supersymmetric sigma-model action of the
generic nonlinear N = 4, d = 1 multiplet (4, 4, 0). The relevant target geometry is fully spec-
ified by two prepotentials: the analytic potential L+3a(f+, u) and general scalar non-analytic
potential L(f+, f−, u). We will see in the next Section that this geometry is the so-called weak
hyper-Kähler geometry with torsion (weak HKT) [10]. The hyper-Kähler (HK) geometry, as
well as the “strong” HKT geometry, are particular cases of this more general geometry. They
correspond to some particular choices of the prepotentials just mentioned.
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To complete the model, we now present the component form of the analytic superfield WZ
term (4.74). It yields the most general N = 4 supersymmetric coupling of the nonlinear (4, 4, 0)
supermultiplet to the background abelian gauge field. Its precise form is found by performing
in (4.74) the Berezin integration, and it is as follows

SWZ = −
∫

dtduLWZ(t, u) , (4.87)

LWZ = 2
(

∂+aL+2
)

(

ḟ−a −E−2a
b ḟ+b

)

+ i
(

D+a∂+bL+2
)

χ(aχ̄b) . (4.88)

Here L+2(f+, u) = L+2(q+, u)|θ+=θ̄+=0.
The superfield WZ term (4.74) is invariant under the following abelian gauge target space

transformation
L+2 ′(q+, u±) = L+2(q+, u) +D++σ(q+, u) . (4.89)

The component realization of this superfield invariance is the invariance of (4.88) under the
gauge transformation

L+2 ′(f+, u) = L+2(f+, u) + ∂++σ(f+, u) , σ(f+, u) = σ(q+, u)|θ+=θ̄+=0 . (4.90)

Indeed, using the relation (4.62) and (4.25), it is easy to check that LWZ in (4.88) is shifted by
a total derivative under (4.90),

L′
WZ = LWZ + ∂++

[

2∂+aσ
(

ḟ−a − E−2a
b ḟ+b

)

+ i (D+a∂+bσ) χ
(aχ̄b)

]

− 2σ̇ , (4.91)

so the WZ action (4.88) is invariant. The Lagrangian (4.88) also transforms as a scalar under
the target space diffeomorphisms (4.38) - (4.41), (4.43), assuming that L+2(f+, u) is a scalar,
δL+2(f+, u) ≃ L+2′(f+′, u)− L+2(f+, u) = 0 .

The harmonic-independent form of the component Lagrangians corresponding to (4.76) and
(4.88) will be presented in Sect. 5.7.

5 Geometry in the τ world

5.1 Vielbeins and complex structures

Let us denote the harmonic-independent target coordinates in the τ frame and τ basis by
f ib, i = 1, 2; b = 1, . . . , 2n . They are assumed to satisfy some reality condition, so we deal with
4n real coordinates like in the hyper-Kähler sigma models. We define the τ -frame vielbein and
its inverse by

E+a
ib = ∂ibf

+aMa
a , E−a

ib =
(

∂ibf
−a − E−2a

c ∂ibf
+c
)

Ma
a , (5.1)

E ib
+a = ∇+af

ib (M−1)aa , E ib
−a = ∂−af

ib (M−1)aa , (5.2)

∂++E+a
ib = 0 , ∂++E−a

ib = E+a
ib ⇒ E±a

ib = −e ka
ib u±

k ,

∂++E ib
−a = 0 , ∂++E ib

+a = −E ib
−a , ⇒ E ib

+a = e ib
kau

−k , E ib
−a = −e ib

kau
+k . (5.3)

The frame bridges Ma
a and (M−1)aa are defined in (4.47). In (5.3), we underlined the τ frame

tangent space SU(2) indices (i, k = 1, 2) in order to distinguish them from the indices i, k of
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the τ basis coordinates f ia. The harmonic-independent τ -frame vielbeins, as a consequence of
their definition, satisfy the following orthogonality conditions:

e jc
iae

kb
jc = δ

k
i δ

b
a , e ib

kae
ka
jc = δij δ

b
c ≡ δibjc . (5.4)

It is easy to define the appropriate triplet of complex structures. We combine the harmonic-
independent fermionic fields χa and χ̄a defined in (4.49), as well the parameters of theN = 4 su-
persymmetry transformations, into doublets of some extra SU(2) , i.e. (χa, χ̄a) ≡ χaα , (εi, ε̄i) ≡
εiα , α = 1, 2 . Then we identify this SU(2) with the one acting on the indices of harmonic and
tangent space SU(2) indices i, k, and perform an equivalence transformation to the fermions
with the world indices χia as

χia = e ia
kaχ

ak . (5.5)

Using the supersymmetry transformation laws (4.84), it is easy to find how N = 4 supersym-
metry acts on the τ basis bosonic coordinates

δf ia = ε0χia + ε(lk)
[

e ia
lb e

tb
jcǫkt

]

χjc , (5.6)

where we split εlk into singlet and triplet parts:

εlk = ε0ǫlk + ε(lk) .

By the standard reasoning (see e.g. [29]), the coefficient of the triplet part is just the triplet of
the complex structures

ie ia
(lbe

tb
jcǫk)t = I(lk)

ia
jc . (5.7)

They satisfy the quaternion algebra

ImIn = −δmn + ǫmnsIs , Is ≡ (σs)(lk)I(lk) (5.8)

and in fact coincide with those in the case of general heterotic (4, 0) d = 2 sigma models [19].
Now we should check whether they are covariantly constant with respect to the generalized
affine connection encoded in the Lagrangian (4.77) - (4.79).

5.2 Metric and connection

The τ world metric can be easily read off from the bosonic part of (4.77), making use of the
relations (5.1)-(5.3):

gia kb = G [c d] ǫ lt e
lc
ia e

td
kb , gia kb = G [c d] ǫ lt e ia

lc e
kb
td , (5.9)

where

G [c d] =

∫

duF [cd] , F [c d] = F [c d] (M
−1)cc (M

−1)dd , G [c d]G
[d b] = δ b

c . (5.10)

The connection can be extracted by considering that part of the lagrangian which is bilinear
in the fermionic fields. One should pass to the harmonic-independent fermionic fields χa, χ̄a

by the formulas (4.49) and determine the appropriate part of the full equation of motion for
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fermionic fields (ignoring the tensorial part coming from the quartic fermionic term (4.79)) by
varying with respect to these harmonic-independent fields. In this way one obtains

Dt χ̄
a = ˙̄χ a − G [a c]

∫

du
{

F [c b]

[

ḟ+d
(

D+dM
b
d M

−1d
e

)

+∇f−d
(

∂−dM
b
d M

−1d
e

)]

−ḟ+b ∇̃+eF [c b] −∇f−b ∇̃−eF [c b]

}

χ̄ e + terms of 3d order in χ, χ̄.(5.11)

Here,

ḟ+d = ḟ+dMd
d , ∇f−d =

(

ḟ−d −E−2d
b ḟ+b

)

Md
d , (5.12)

and ∇̃±a are the covariant derivatives with respect to the harmonic-independent tangent space
group acting on the underlined indices

∇̃+cF [a b] = ∇+cF [a b] +
(

D+cM
e
d M

−1d
a

)

F [e b] +
(

D+cM
e
d M

−1d
b

)

F [a e]

= (M−1)cc(M
−1)aa(M

−1)bb D+c F[ab] ,

∇̃−cF [a b] = ∂−c F [a b] +
(

∂−c M
e
d M

−1d
a

)

F [e b] +
(

∂−c M
e
d M

−1d
b

)

F [a e]

= (M−1)cc(M
−1)aa(M

−1)bb ∂−c F[ab] , (5.13)

where ∇+c = (M−1)bc∇+b = Eia
+c∂ia , ∂−c = (M−1)bc ∂−b = Eia

−c∂ia .
Taking into account the fact that the tangent SU(2) indices i, k are transformed by the

rigid group, the covariant time derivative of any tangent space vector P ia will have the same
form. Then one can pass to the world vector P ia as

P ia = e ia
kb P

kb

and define the generalized affine connection Γ̂ ia
jb lc from the relation

Dt P
ia = ḟ kbDkb P

ia = ḟkb
(

∂kb P
ia + Γ̂ ia

kb lc P
lc
)

. (5.14)

After some algebra we obtain

Γ̂ ia
kb lc = e ia

td ∂ kb e
td
lc + e

jd

kb e
tc
lc e

ia
taG

[b a] J j b d c , (5.15)

where

J j b d c =

∫

du
{

F [e b]

[

u+
j

(

D+dM
e
d M

−1d
c

)

+ u−
j

(

∂−d M
e
d M

−1d
c

)

]

−u+
j ∇̃+cF [d b] − u−

j ∇̃−cF [d b]

}

. (5.16)

In a more detailed form, the last integral is as follows

J j b d c =

∫

du
{

F [e b]

[

u+
j A

− e
d c + u−

j B
+ e
d c

]

− F [d e]

[

u+
j C

− e
c b + u−

j D
+ e
c b

]

+ e lb
jc ∂ lb F [d b]

}

, (5.17)
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where

A− e
d c = 2∇+[dM

e
d M−1d

c] = 2C− e

[d c] , B+ e
d c = 2 ∂−[dM

e
d M−1d

c] = 2D+ e

[d c] ,

C− e
c b = E−e

cb +∇+cM
e
d M−1d

b = D+cM
e
d M−1d

b , D+ e
c b = ∂−c M

e
d M−1d

b . (5.18)

Using some previously derived identities rewritten in the τ frame, e.g.,

∂++ E−a
bc = E+a

bc , (5.19)

and also the general matrix identity

d1
(

A−1 d2A
)

= −A−1
[

d2
(

Ad1A
−1
)]

A+ A−1[d1, d2]A (5.20)

(which is valid for any bosonic derivation operators d1 and d2), one derives the following relations

∂++ D+ e
c b = 0 , ∂++ C− e

c b = −D+ e
c b , (5.21)

from which it follows that the expressions in the square brackets in (5.17) do not depend on
harmonics. In other words, the dependence on the extra scalar potential L̃(f, u) manifests
itself in the τ world metrics and connection solely through the “symplectic metric” G [a b] and
its inverse. This can be made explicit by noting that (5.21) implies

D+ e
c b = Di e

c bu
+
i , C− e

c b = −Di e
c bu

−
i . (5.22)

Using eqs. (5.18), one can represent Di e
c b as

D c
k d a = elbkd ∂lbM

c
g (M

−1)ga − u+
k E−c

da . (5.23)

Substituting (5.22) into (5.17) yields the final expression for J j b d c:

J j b d c = ǫjk

(

G [d e] D
k e
c b + 2G [b e] D

k e

[d c]

)

+ emd
jc ∂md G [d b] . (5.24)

The final expression for the connection introduced in (5.15) is as follows

Γ̂ ia
kb lc = e ia

td ∂ kb e
td
lc − 2e ia

ta e
jd

kb e
tc
lc D

k a

[d c]ǫjk + e ia
ta e

jd

kb e
tc
lc G [d e] D

k e
c b G

[b a]ǫjk

+ e
jd

kb e
tc
lc e

ia
ta e

md
jc G [a b] ∂mdG [b d] . (5.25)

It remains to compute

Dia I(kl)
jb
td = ∂ia I(kl)

jb
td + Γ̂ jb

ia lc I(kl)
lc
td − Γ̂ lc

ia td I(kl)
jb
lc , (5.26)

where the triplet of complex structures I(kl) was defined in (5.7). The direct computation yields
zero for this covariant derivative,

Dia I(kl)
jb
td = 0 , (5.27)

i.e. in the general case the triplet of complex structures is also covariantly constant. As we
shall see soon, this means that the general case with one sort of the multiplets (4, 4, 0) yields
the weak HKT geometry (it becomes strong HKT under some additional conditions, see Sect.
5.6). The most general case, when the covariant constancy condition weakens to

D(M ĨmK
N) = 0 , (5.28)

should then correspond to the situation when the mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplets are also added.
We shall consider this general situation in Sect. 7 in the N = 2 superfield formulation.
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5.3 Torsion

Let us now compute the torsion. As usual, it is defined as

Γ̂ia, kb lc = Γia, kb lc +
1

2
Cia kb lc , (5.29)

where Γia, kb lc is the Christoffel symbol for the metric gia lc:

Γia, kb lc =
1

2
(∂kb gia lc + ∂lc gia kb − ∂ia gkb lc) . (5.30)

We represent Γ̂ia, kb lc = gia i′a′Γ̂
i′a′

kb lc as

Γ̂ia, kb lc = G[c d]ǫlt

{

elcia ∂(kb e
td

lc) + elcia ∂[kb e
td

lc]

}

− ǫlt

(

eluia e
jh

kb e
tg

lc

)

J j uh g , (5.31)

where the quantity J j uh g was defined in (5.24). Using the identities

∂[kb e
id

lc] = ǫjl e
is

[lc e
jb

kb]D
ld

[b s] −
1

2
ǫtj e

tb

[lc e
js

kb]D
id

(b s) (5.32)

and

ekdjg∂kdG[hu] + cycle ( g, h, u ) = −2ǫjk

{

Dkb

[g h] G[b u] + cycle ( g, h, u )
}

, (5.33)

∂−dD
+a

[c b] + cycle ( d, c, b ) = −2
{

D
+g

[d c]D
+a

[g b] + cycle ( d, c, b )
}

, (5.34)

we were able to show that the torsion Cia kb lc is totally antisymmetric, as should be,

Cia kb lc = C[ia kb lc] , (5.35)

and is expressed as

Cia kb lc = ǫlt ǫkj e
ks

[ia e
jg

kb e
td

lc]

{

3 G[c d] D
lc
g s + 2G[c g]D

lc

[d s]

}

− 2i I md
(j t) [ia e

th
kb e

jg

lc] ∂md G[h g] . (5.36)

Now, passing to the tangent space indices, after some work the torsion can be represented
in the following nice form

Cia kb lc = eiaiae
kb
kbe

lc
lc Cia kb lc = ǫil ∇kaG[c b] + ǫkl ∇ibG[a c] , (5.37)

where
∇kaG[c b] = ekaka ∂kaG[c b] +D b′

k a c G[b′ b] +D c′

k a b G[c c′] . (5.38)

While deriving (5.37) from (5.36), we made use of the cyclic identity

∇kaG[c b] + cycle (a, b, c) = 0 , (5.39)

which is just another form of the identity (5.33). The total antisymmetry of the torsion in this
representation can be easily checked, also using (5.39).

Let us define, following [19], the harmonic projections of Cia kb lc:

C±±±
a b c := u±iu±ku±lCia kb lc (5.40)
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One easily finds
C+++

a b c = 0 , (5.41)

and, using (5.39),

C++−
a b c = u+k∇kcG[a b] , C+−+

a b c = u+k∇kbG[c a] , C−++
a b c = u+k∇kaG[b c] . (5.42)

Then it is easy to show that

C++−
[a b c] = 0 , C++−

a b c = −C+−+
a c b = −C++−

b a c = C−++
c a b . (5.43)

The conditions (5.41) and (5.43) exactly coincide with the harmonic projections of the torsion
constraints derived in [19]. These constraints, without further closedness restriction on the
torsion, define what is now called weak HKT geometry. Thus the general system of self-
interacting (4, 4, 0) N = 4, d = 1 multiplets reveals the most general weak HKT geometry as
its target geometry.

Finally, note a number of useful relations and identities. First, the identity (5.32) allows
one to express the object Di d

b c in terms of vielbeins:

Di d
f g =

2

3
ek b
[t f e

l c
j g]

(

ǫjt ∂k be
i d
l c + ǫit ∂k be

j d

l c

)

. (5.44)

Also note that (5.34) is a consequence of the following more general identity

∂−dD
+a
c b − ∂−cD

+a
d b = 2D+a

e bD
+e

[c d] +D+e
c bD

+a
d e −D+e

d bD
+a
c e , (5.45)

which is equivalent to the relation

eic(kd ∂icD
a

l) c b
− eic(kc ∂icD

a

l) d b
= −2D

a

(k e b
D

e

l) [c d] −D
e

(k c b
D

a

l) d e
+D

e

(k d b
D

a

l) c e
. (5.46)

These relations ensure the τ frame form of the conditions for preservation of the target space
analyticity

[∇̃−a, ∇̃−b] = [∇̃+a, ∇̃+b] = 0

(their λ frame form is given by the first two relations in (4.56)).
Two other helpful identities are corollaries of (5.32):

eib(jd ∂ibe
lc
k)a − eib(ja ∂ibe

lc
k)d = ǫj l e

lc
keD

l e

[a d] + ǫk l e
lc
jeD

l e

[a d] , (5.47)

ekb[jd ∂kbe
lc
ia] e

te
lc =

1

2

(

δtj D
e

i a d − δti D
e

jd a

)

. (5.48)

5.4 Spin connection

Let us calculate the spin connection associated with the affine connection Γ̂, eq. (5.25). It is
defined by the standard formula

(ωia)
j′b′

jb = e
j′b′

jb

[

∂iae
jb
jb + Γ̂jb

ia kd e
kd
jb

]

. (5.49)

It is straightforward to find

(ωia)
j′b′

jb = δ
j′

j eiaia (ωia)
b′

b , (ωia)
b′

b = −D b′

ia b +G[b′ c]∇ibG[c a] . (5.50)
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Using the cyclic identity (5.39), the “reduced” connection (ωia)
b′

b can be cast in another
suggestive form

(ωia)
b′

b = G[b′ d]
[

(ωia)(d b) + (ωia)[d b]
]

, (5.51)

where

(ωia)(d b) = Did [b a] +Dib [d a] −Dia (d b) + emd
i(d ∂md G[b) a] ,

Dia d b := G[dd′]D
d′

ia b , (5.52)

and

(ωia)[d b] =
1

2
ekcia∂kcG[d b] . (5.53)

The gl(2n) ⊖ usp(2n) part of the connection (5.53) vanishes in the admissible τ frame gauge
G[b c] = Ω[b c] (see Subsect. 5.5), leaving us with the USp(2n) connection (ωia)(db) as the only
essential part of the spin connection in the general case of weak HKT geometry.

We also observe from (5.50) that the GL(2n) connection D b′

ia b appearing in the τ -frame

covariant derivative ∇i a differs from the “canonical” connection (ωia)
b′

b by a tensor which is
just the τ -frame covariant derivative of the “symplectic” metric G[c a]. If we define a new τ -

frame covariant derivative ∇(ω)
i a , just with the connection −ω in place of D, we find, using the

identity (5.39), that

∇(ω)
i a G[b c] = 0 , (5.54)

i.e. G[b c] is covariantly constant with respect to the covariant derivative with the connection
ω . The identity (5.54) resembles the standard Riemann postulate for the metric.

Note that the object J j b d c defined in (5.24) actually coincides with the “reduced” spin
connection defined in (5.50):

J j b d c = −G[b b′](ωj d)
b′

c , (5.55)

while the relation (5.31) is just another form of (5.49).

5.5 Gauge

In what follows, it will be sometimes convenient to choose the appropriate gauge with respect to
the tangent space τ gauge transformations. From the natural assumption about the existence
of the flat limit of our Lagrangian, the field-dependent skew-symmetric “metric” G[cd] should
have as its flat limit the standard constant USp(2n) metric Ω[cd]:

G[cd] = Ω[cd] + G̃[cd] . (5.56)

Then, taking into account that the generic tangent space gauge group transforms G[cd] as

δG[cd] = λ c′

c G[c′d] + λ
d′

d G[cd′] , (5.57)

it is clear that the whole G[cd] can be gauged into its flat part by fixing the antisymmetric part
of the parameter λ c′

c :

G[c d] = Ω[c d] , G[c d] = Ω[c d] . (5.58)
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The residual gauge group is USp(n) with the symmetric parameters λ(c d):

λ c′

c ∼ Ω[c′ d′]λ(c d′) . (5.59)

Many relations and identities are simplified in this gauge, e.g.,

∇ibG[c a] = 2Di b [c a] , Cia kb lc = 2
(

ǫil Dk a [c b] + ǫkl Di b [a c]

)

, (5.60)

(ωia)d b = (ωia)(d b) = Did [b a] +Dib [d a] −Dia(d b) , (5.61)

etc. We see that in the gauge (5.58) the reduced spin connection (ωia)d b becomes symmetric,
i.e. usp(2n) algebra-valued, in agreement with the fact that the residual tangent-space gauge
group is just USp(2n).

One can wonder how the presence of the additional potential L(f, u) and the associate
symplectic metric F[c d] reveals itself in the gauge (5.58). Naively, the possibility to choose this
gauge could be regarded as a signal that the τ frame geometry (metric, torsion, ...) does not
depend on F[c d] at all and is fully specified by the analytic potential L+3a(f+, u) . To see that
this assertion is premature, let us recall the general expressions for the frame bridges (4.48). It
is clear that the gauge (5.58) amounts to fix the τ gauge matrices La

b in the following way:

L
a
b Ω[a c] L

c
d = G̃[b d] =

∫

duF [cd] (M̃
−1)cc (M̃

−1)dd , (5.62)

where the bridge M̃ b
c , as defined in (4.48), is fully specified by L+3a(f+, u) . Thus in the gauge

(5.58) the metric F[c d] appears implicitly, through the non-trivial τ gauge factor La
b in the full

bridge M b
c = M̃d

c L
b
d. This harmonic-independent matrix factor, up to the residual USp(2n)

gauge freedom, is defined by eq. (5.62). An alternative possibility would be from the very
beginning to fully or partly fix the τ gauge freedom by choosing, e.g., in (4.48), La

b = δab .
In such gauges, the symplectic metric G[c d] explicitly persists in all formulas of the τ frame
geometry.

The simplest example of this gauge equivalence is provided by the case with L+3a = 0 that
corresponds to the linear (4, 4, 0) multiplets. In this case M̃d

a = δda , (M̃−1)ad = δad and the

natural τ gauge choice is Ld
a = δda, which yields

gia kb = G[a b]ǫik , G[a b] =

∫

duF[a b] =
1

2
∆[a b]

∫

duL(f, u) (5.63)

in agreement with (3.19). Alternatively, one can choose the gauge (5.58) which in the considered
case amounts to

G[c b] = Ω[c b] , M
d
a = Ld

b δ
b
a , La

b Ω[a c] L
c
d = δab δ

c
dG[a c] . (5.64)

After substituting this into the general expression (5.9), one recovers the same final expression
(5.63) for the τ frame metric.

5.6 Torsion closedness conditions

Let us examine under which conditions the torsion Cia kb lc is closed. This problem is most
simply treated using the world indices representation, where the closedness condition is just

∂[jdCia kb lc] = 0 . (5.65)
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We will use the relation:

∇i aG[c d] = −
∫

du(M−1)a
′

a (M
−1)c

′

c (M
−1)d

′

d

(

∂−a′ F[c′ d′]u
−
i +D+a′F[c′ d′]u

+
i

)

. (5.66)

After some work, the world-indices form of (5.37) is found to be

Cia kb lc = ∂ia Bkb lc + ∂lc Bia kb + ∂kb Blc ia + Ĉia kb lc , (5.67)

where

Bia kb = −
∫

duF[g f ]

(

E+g
ia E−f

kb −E+g
kb E

−f
ia

)

, (5.68)

and

Ĉia kb lc = 2

∫

du
[

E−u
ia ∂−uF[g f ]

(

E+g
kb E

−f
lc −E+g

lc E−f
kb

)

+ cycle (ia, kb, lc)
]

. (5.69)

The representation (5.67) is convenient in that it reduces the condition (5.65) to

∂[jd Ĉia kb lc] = 0 , (5.70)

which is easier to solve. It proves to be equivalent to the condition
∫

du(M−1)dd(M
−1)aa(M

−1)bb(M
−1)cc (D+d∂−a −D+a∂−d)F[b c] = 0 . (5.71)

We see that this condition amounts to the vanishing of the contribution of the four-fermionic
term (4.79) to the component harmonic-independent Lagrangian

L(3) =

∫

duL(3) = 0 .

The same condition (5.71), rewritten in the τ frame, reads

ǫik ∇i[a∇kb]G[cd] = 0 . (5.72)

In the four-dimensional case, the differential operator in (5.72) becomes a generalization of the
covariant Laplace-Beltrami operator (see Sect. 6). Note that the symplectic metric G[cd] in the
general case can be expressed as

G[cd] =
1

2
ǫi k ∇i[c∇kd] L(f) , L(f) :=

∫

duL(f, u) , (5.73)

where L(f, u) is defined in (4.82). This representation for G[cd] is an obvious generalization of
the representation (3.19) which is valid in the case of linear (4, 4, 0) multiplets.

It is worth noting that the condition (5.72) can be also derived more directly, starting from
the τ frame form of (5.65), i.e.

∇[jdCia kb lc] = 0 , (5.74)

and taking into account the relation [∇(jd,∇k)b] = 0 , which follows from (5.46) and (5.48).
Actually, the vanishing of this symmetrized commutator is the τ frame form of the target-space
analyticity preservation conditions.
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It is also interesting to see how the closedness condition looks in the gauge (5.58):

∇k aD
k

b [c d] −∇k bD
k

a [c d] = 0 . (5.75)

This can be treated as an extra condition on the bridges M b
c . After some work, an equivalent

condition in the λ-frame is found to be

D+[a∂−b] T[c d] = ∂−[bD+a] T[c d] = 0 , (5.76)

where
T[c d] = Ma

c M
b
d Ωa b . (5.77)

Note that only the GL(2n)/USp(2n) coset part of the bridge actually contributes to T[c d] .

5.7 The τ world Lagrangians

Here we rewrite the component Lagrangians in the invariant actions (4.73) and (4.74) in terms
of the objects of the τ world geometry. Passing to the τ frame form of the actions can be
accomplished with the help of bridges, like in Chapter 11.4.2 of [3].

We define the component sigma-model Lagrangian as

Lcomp(f ia, χa, χ̄b) = −1

8

∫

duLcomp(f±, χ, χ̄, u±) , (5.78)

where Lcomp was defined in eqs. (4.75) - (4.82). After some work, using the relations of this
Section, the Lagrangian Lcomp can be written in the following simple form

Lcomp =
1

2
gia kb ḟ

iaḟkb − i

4
G[a b]

(

∇χ̄aχb − χ̄a∇χb
)

− 1

16

(

ǫi k∇i[a∇kb] G[c d]

)

χ̄aχ̄bχcχd . (5.79)

Here
∇χb = χ̇b + ḟkbeiakb (ωia)

b
d χ

d , ∇χ̄b = ˙̄χb + ḟkbeiakb (ωia)
b
d χ̄

d , (5.80)

and (ωia)
b
d is the “reduced” spin connection defined in (5.49), (5.50). Note that the four-

fermionic term in (5.79) can be rewritten in a more geometric way through the external deriva-
tive of the torsion tensor as

1

16

(

ǫi k∇i[a∇kb]G[c d]

)

χ̄aχ̄bχcχd =
1

4!
ǫj k ǫi l ∇[ja Cib kc ld] χ̄

aχ̄bχcχd . (5.81)

In this notation, there becomes clear, e.g., the invariance of the coefficient with respect to the
permutation [a b] ↔ [c d] . Also, it is immediately seen that the four-fermionic term vanishes
under the closedness torsion condition (5.74).

The Wess-Zumino component Lagrangian

LWZ = −1

2

∫

duLWZ , (5.82)

where LWZ was defined in (4.88), after integration over harmonics can be represented as

LWZ = Aia(f)ḟ
ia − i

2

(∫

duD+a∇+bL+2

)

χ(aχ̄b) , (5.83)
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where

Aia(f) = ekbia

∫

du u−
k ∇+bL+2(f+, u) . (5.84)

The target analytic gauge transformations (4.90) produce the standard abelian gauge transfor-
mation of Aia(f):

Aia(f) → Aia(f)− ∂iaσ(f) , σ(f) =

∫

du σ(f+, u) . (5.85)

Defining
Fia kb = ejdia e

lc
kb Fjd lc , Fjd lc = ∂jdAlc − ∂lc Ajd , (5.86)

it is easy to find

Fia kb = −ǫi k

∫

duD+(a∇+b)L+2 . (5.87)

This implies that the background gauge field Aia(f) in the general case is self-dual, F(ia k)b = 0 ,
like in the case of linear (4, 4, 0) multiplets [24]. Thus the self-duality of the background gauge
field with respect to the τ frame SU(2) doublet indices is a general necessary condition of
implementation of N = 4 supersymmetry in the WZ term of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets. The
Lagrangian (5.83) can be rewritten as

LWZ = Aia ḟ
ia − i

4
ǫi k Fia kb χ

aχ̄b . (5.88)

6 Particular cases

6.1 Hyper-Kähler case

The HK case corresponds to the choice (4.71), (4.72) for the analytic potential L+3a ,

L+3a = Ω[a b]∂+b L+4(f+, u) , (6.1)

and the choice

L(f, u) = Ω[a b] f
+af−b ⇒ F[a b] = ∂+[a∂−b] L(f, u) = Ω[a b] . (6.2)

Indeed, in this case the basic harmonic constraint (4.24) becomes

∂++f+a = Ω[a b] ∂+b L+4(f+, u) , (6.3)

which is just the constraint defining a general HK sigma model with 4n-dimensional target
space in the HSS approach [2, 3, 9], with L+4(f+, u) being a generic analytic HK potential.
The λ world metric extracted from (4.77) and its τ world counterpart (5.9), (5.10) in this case
coincide with the expressions derived in [2, 3, 9]13.

As follows from the definitions (4.28) and (4.29), the constraint (6.1) implies

E+2a
b = Ω[ad]E+2

(db) , E+a
bc = Ω[ad]E+

(dbc) , (6.4)

13This coincidence holds up to some numerical factors and a different (though equivalent) choice of the
non-analytic λ-world coordinate f−a .
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where
E+2

(db) := ∂+d ∂+b L+4 , E+
(dbc) := ∂+d ∂+b ∂+c L+4 . (6.5)

Then, applying the lemma (4.50), for the non-analytic vielbeins defined by eqs. (4.42) and
(4.52) we obtain the analogous restrictions

E−2a
b = Ω[ad]E−2

(db) , E−a
bc = Ω[ad]E−

(dbc) . (6.6)

Making use of the constancy of F[a b] in (6.2) and the second relation in (6.6), it is easy to
find that in the HK case

∂−aF[c d] = D+aF[c d] = 0 , (6.7)

whence, as follows from the representation (5.66),

∇iaG[c d] = 0 . (6.8)

This, in turn, implies the vanishing of the torsion defined by (5.37):

Cia kb lc = Cia kb lc = 0 , (6.9)

as should be in the HK case. Thus the affine connection Γ̂ coincides with Christoffel symbols
Γ .

The bridges defined by (4.47) are USp(2n)-valued in the HK case, so the connection D e
ic b

defined by (5.18), (5.22) is symmetric

Ω[e d]D
d

ic b = Ω[b d]D
d

ic e , (6.10)

and so is usp(2n)-algebra valued. It follows from (5.50) and (6.8) that

(ωia)
b′

b = −D
b′

i a b , (6.11)

i.e. we are left with the standard HK usp(2n) spin connection. Both the λ and τ frame gauge
transformations are now USp(2n) ones; the λ frame gauge transformations are specified by eqs.
(4.69), (4.70) and (4.72). Note that the USp(2n) bridges satisfy the relation

Ω[c d](M
−1)cc(M

−1)dd = Ω[c d] ,

so the τ frame symplectic metric G[c d] defined in (5.10) also coincides with its constant part

G[c d] = Ω[c d] .

It is worth noting that the superfield action for the general HK model has the very simple
universal form

S̃hk
q =

∫

dudtd4θΩ[a b] q
+aD−−q+b = −2i

∫

dudζ (−2)Ω[a b] q
+a∂tq

+b , (6.12)

that is, looks the same as the action of the free linear q+a multiplet, eq. (3.18). For the
particular class of HK models, with the Gibbons-Hawking [27] four-dimensional HK metrics as
the bosonic target space, this form of the superfield off-shell action was found in [26]. Here we
see that the same simple unique superfield action describes the most general 4n-dimensional
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HK N = 4 model. The entire information about the (local) geometry of the underlying HK
manifold is encoded in the off-shell harmonic constraint (4.22), with L+3a as in (6.1). The
non-trivial structure of the component action comes out as a result of imposing this nonlinear
constraint. Note that the component actions in the HK case are also simplified: the full λ frame
Lagrangian is given by the single term L(1) defined in (4.77), with Fab = Ωab. In particular,
there are no quartic fermionic terms (the same is true of course for the τ frame Lagrangian
(5.79)). The general HK N = 4 action (6.12) accompanied by the appropriate WZ coupling
(4.88) provide the Lagrangian description of the generic HK N = 4 SQM models discussed, in
the Hamiltonian approach, in [41].

6.2 HKT geometries conformal to HK ones

One can choose some non-trivial Lagrangian L(f, u) leading to F[a,b] 6= Ω[a,b], still keeping the
special form (6.1) for L+3a(f+, u). In this case, the vielbein coefficients, connections, as well
as bridges from the λ basis and frames to the τ ones, are fully specified in terms of the HK
potential L+4 by the same relations as in the pure HK case. The basic differences from the
latter case consist, first, in the presence of the torsion (5.37) and, second, in that the τ world
metric (5.9) involves the coordinate-dependent “symplectic” metric G[c b].

All formulas are radically simplified in the n = 1 case, that is for four-dimensional target
spaces, where

G[c b] = ǫcb G(f) , G[c b] = ǫcb G−1(f) . (6.13)

The τ frame metric (5.9) then becomes

gia kb = Gǫcd ǫ lt e
lc
ia e

td
kb = Ghia kb , (6.14)

where hia kb = ǫcd ǫ lt e
lc
ia e

td
kb is the HK metric computed by the HK potential L+4 . Since the

bridge M b
a is a matrix in the fundamental representation of USp(2) ∼ SU(2), the connection

D b
i a d is traceless,

D
b

i a b = 0 , (6.15)

whence
∇kbG[c d] = ǫcd

(

ekbkb ∂kb G+D e
kb e G

)

= ǫcd e
kb
kb ∂kb G , (6.16)

and
Cia kb lc = ǫilǫcb e

ka
ka ∂kaG+ ǫklǫac e

ib
ib ∂ib G . (6.17)

Thus in this case the metric is conformal to the HK one, with the conformal factor G(f).
The torsion is also simply expressed through G(f).

In the general case, with unconstrained G(f), the torsion is not closed, so this geometry is
a particular case of weak HKT geometry. The strong HKT arises under the constraint (5.72)
which, in the four-dimensional case, can be checked to be equivalent to

∆G = hia kb∇ia∂kb G = 0 . (6.18)

Here,
∇ia∂kb = ∂ia∂kb − Γ(h) ld

ia kb∂ld , (6.19)
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with Γ(h) ld
ia kb being the standard Christoffel symbol for the HK metric hia kb, so that ∆ is the

covariant Laplace-Beltrami operator on the given 4-dimensional HK manifold. While bring-
ing (5.72) to the form (6.18), we made use of the condition (6.15) which, in virtue of the
representation (5.44), amounts to the following constraints on the τ frame vielbeins:

ekbta e
lc
lb

(

ǫlt ∂[kbe
jb

lc] + ǫjt ∂[kbe
lb

lc]

)

= 0 . (6.20)

In the general n > 1 case Ga b 6= Ωa bG and the metric (5.9) is not conformal to the corre-
sponding 4n-dimensional HK one, though the vielbeins and bridges are the same as in the HK
geometry. The differential operator in the constraint (5.72) which yields the 4n-dimensional
strong HKT geometry in this case, is some generalization of the standard Beltrami-Laplace op-
erator. In the special case Ga b = Ωa bG one recovers the same picture as in the four-dimensional
case: the metric (5.9) is conformal to the HK metric with the conformal factor G, and the tor-
sion is expressed through eiakb ∂ia G by the same equation (6.17), with the substitution ǫcb → Ωcb.
If Ga b 6= Ωa bG, the torsion is given by the general formula (5.37).

From the above consideration we conclude that one is able to construct some HKT metric
with torsion from any HK metric. The relevant geometry is weak HKT in the generic case,
but it becomes strong HKT after imposing the appropriate constraint on the conformal factor
(in the 4-dimensional case), or some natural generalization of this factor (for 4n-dimensional
targets).

It should be stressed that this method of generating HKT geometries from the HK ones
is well known for four-dimensional targets (the so called Callan-Harvey-Strominger ansatz)
[15, 30]. In the present setting, it is recovered as a subclass of HKT geometries associated
with the off-shell d = 1 supermultiplets (4, 4, 0). There naturally arises a generalization of this
ansatz to higher-dimensional target manifolds.

6.3 HKT geometries with general L+3a

We first consider the simplified case with the “free” choice (6.2) for the potential L(f±, u), but
with an arbitrary analytic potential L+3a(f+, u). Now, because

F[a b] = Ω[a b] = const , (6.21)

the part Ĉia kb lc of the torsion defined in (5.67) and (5.69) vanishes,

Ĉia kb lc = 0 ,

and the torsion is given by

Cia kb lc = ∂ia Bkb lc + ∂lc Bia kb + ∂kb Blc ia , (6.22)

with

Bia kb = −
∫

duΩ[g f ]

(

E+g
ia E−f

kb −E+g
kb E

−f
ia

)

. (6.23)

Thus the torsion is closed and the corresponding geometry is strong HKT. Actually, this is
just the geometry of the (4, 0), d = 2 sigma models, and the analytic unconstrained potential
L+3a(f+, u) coincides with that introduced in [19] to solve this geometry in the harmonic space
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approach. Note that the torsion potential (6.23) becomes pure gauge in the HK case (to check
this, one must use (6.6)), and the torsion (6.22) vanishes, as should be. Also note that the
vanishing of Ĉia kb lc and the identical fulfillment of the general closedness equation (5.71) is
actually achieved under the condition

∂−dF[a b] = 0 , (6.24)

which is weaker than (6.21): it implies F[a b] to be analytic. However, using the analytic λ
frame GL(2n) gauge freedom, one can come back to (6.21) as a gauge condition reducing this
GL(2n) gauge group to its USp(2n) subgroup defined in (4.68), (4.69).

The general d = 1 superfield action for the HKT case under consideration takes the same
simple form (6.12) as in the pure HK case.

If there is a non-trivial scalar potential L(f, u), one has ∂−aF[ab] 6= 0. As a result, the term

Ĉia kb lc defined in (5.69) is non-vanishing and so it makes an extra contribution to the torsion.
The corresponding geometry is weak HKT, but it becomes strong HKT under the conditions
derived in Sect. 5.6. Once again, these conditions are simplified in the case of four-dimensional
target manifolds. Namely, for generic L+3a , an analog of the covariant harmonicity condition
(6.18) is as follows

∆G+ ǫik ǫab (Vi a∇k b +∇i aVk b + Vi a Vk b)G = 0 . (6.25)

Here,
Vi a := D

b
ia b (6.26)

and ∆ is the covariant Laplace-Beltrami operator for the metric corresponding to the HKT
geometry with F[ab] = Ω[ab] and the same L+3a . Eq. (6.25) resembles the condition of closedness
of the torsion in the four-dimensional strong HKT system with the metric admitting a tri-
holomorphic isometry and with an extra three-vector field [42]. The connection Vi a looks like
a four-dimensional analog of this vector field.

In the gauge G = const (which is the particular USp(2) ∼ SU(2) case of the τ gauge (5.58))
the constraint (6.25) is simplified to the following one

(

∇i a + V i a
)

Vi a = 0 . (6.27)

It is instructive to be convinced that this equation is again a constraint on the λ frame sym-
plectic metric F[a b](f, u) = F(f, u) ǫa b. To this end, recall the relations (4.48) and (5.62) which
in the present case, up to the residual USp(2) τ gauge freedom, amount to the following ones

Lb
a = δba G̃

1

2 , M b
c = G̃

1

2 M̃ b
c , G̃ =

1

2

∫

du ǫab ǫcd (M̃
−1)cb(M̃

−1)daF(f, u) . (6.28)

Further, one should take into account that the vector connection Via corresponding to the bridge

M b
c and appearing in (6.27) is related to the connection Ṽia associated with the “minimal” bridge

M̃ b
c via the following gauge transformation

Via = G̃− 1

2

(

Ṽia +
1

2
G̃−1∇̃ia G̃

)

. (6.29)

Substituting this into eq. (6.27), we reduce it just to the form (6.25) with “tildas” on all
involved quantities. This equation can be treated as the alternative τ gauge choice M b

c = M̃ b
c

in (6.25).
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As follows from our consideration here, from any strong HKT metric with some L+3a,
one can construct new metrics of similar kind, both the weak and strong HKT ones. This
observation is true for any dimension of the HKT target space and is an obvious generalization
of the relation between HKT and HK metrics discussed in Subsect. 6.2.

7 N = 4 supersymmetry in terms of N = 2 superfields

As we have seen above, the general off-shell N = 4 supersymmetric Lagrangian for a set of
harmonic analytic superfields q+a with the field content (4, 4, 0) exhibits a weak HKT geometry
for bosonic fields. On the other hand, it is known that the most general target geometry implied
by N = 4 supersymmetry for d = 1 sigma models with such multiplets is even weaker. In
particular, the corresponding triplet of complex structures does not form a quaternionic alegbra
and the covariant constancy condition for it is replaced by some weaker condition. The only
possibility to encompass this general situation within our approach is to include into the game,
together with the (4, 4, 0) multiplets represented by the analytic superfields q+a, also the so-
called mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplets [25, 34]. These multiplets have a different assignment of their
fields with respect to the full R-symmetry group SU(2)× SU(2) of the N = 4, d = 1 Poincaré
supersymmetry and, accordingly, different transformation properties under the latter14. In
order to describe these mirror multiplets in a manifestly N = 4 supersymmetric way on equal
footing with those represented by q+a, one needs to resort to the bi-harmonic N = 4 superspace
which includes two different analytic subspaces associated with two independent sets of the
harmonic variables for two R symmetry SU(2) groups [34]. The mutually mirror (4, 4, 0)
multiplets “live” as superfields on these two non-equivalent N = 4, d = 1 harmonic analytic
subspaces. Leaving the general analysis within such a bi-harmonic superfield framework for the
future, here we tackle the same problem in the N = 2 superfield formalism, thus continuing
the consideration in Sect. 2.

As a first step, we start from the N = 2 superspace action (2.20) in Sect.2.2 and look for
the conditions which allow for one more supersymmetry

δZα = ǫJ α
β̄ D̄Z̄ β̄, δZ̄ ᾱ = ǫJ ᾱ

β DZβ, (7.1)

where ǫ is a real Grassmann parameter. The indices α, β̄ take values 1, . . . 2n, i.e. in the simplest
n = 1 case we deal with a doublet of chiral N = 2 superfields, so that the real dimension of
the corresponding bosonic target space is just 4. The conditions for the existence of extra
supersymmetry (7.1) have been studied in [31], and we first recall the results obtained there.
Preservation of chirality leads to the constraints

∂[αJ γ̄

β] = 0, ∂[ᾱJ γ

β̄]
= 0 . (7.2)

The supersymmetry algebra requires J to be a complex structure

J γ̄
β J α

γ̄ = −δαβ (7.3)

which satisfies the integrability conditions

∂γ(J α
[β̄)J γ

δ̄]
= 0, ∂[γ̄(J α

β̄])J γ̄
τ = 0, (7.4)

14As observed in a recent paper [43], these different (4,4,0) multiplets are recovered by dimensional reduction
from different N = (4, 4), d = 2 twisted chiral multiplets.
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These two equations are in fact consequences of (7.2) and (7.3). The conditions for the action
(2.20) to be invariant under this new supersymmetry are the hermiticity of the metric

J γ̄

(βgα)γ̄ = 0, gγ(ᾱJ γ

β̄)
= 0 , (7.5)

together with the equation

1

2
∂α(J δ

β̄ gδγ̄)− ∂δ(gα[β̄)J δ
γ̄] + ∂α(gδ[β̄)J δ

γ̄] −
1

4
∂[β̄(Bγ̄τ̄ ])J τ̄

α = 0, (7.6)

and its complex conjugate. In the N = 2 superspace framework these equations correspond to
the equations (2.5) for the new complex structure, which state that the symmetrized covariant
derivative of the complex structure vanishes, provided one of the symmetrized indices is barred
and the other is unbarred. The equations (2.5) for J δ̄

β , when both symmetrized indices are of
the same type, are automatically satisfied. Indeed, using (7.2), (7.3) and the hermiticity (7.5)
of the metric, one gets

∇αJ δ̄
β = 3gγδ̄∂[α(J λ̄

β gγ]λ̄). (7.7)

Finally, one gets, as the last equation to ensure the invariance of the action, the following one:

∂δ̄(∂[α(Bβγ))J δ̄
τ ] = 0, (7.8)

and its complex conjugate. These equations are a part of equations (2.6) for the new complex
structure. The object appearing in eq. (2.6) for J is a 4-form. Using the first complex
structure I, this 4-form may be decomposed into (p, 4 − p) forms. Equation (7.8) and its
complex conjugate are the (4, 0) and (0, 4) part of the equation (2.6) for J . It may be checked
that the remaining parts of this equation are automatically satisfied as a consequence of (2.9)
(written for J ), (7.2) and (7.6).

Let us suppose for a moment that we have N = 4 supersymmetry, and that the last
supersymmetry transformation is determined by some complex structure J ′. Moreover, we
suppose that the three complex structures form a quaternionic algebra. Then the third complex
structure is the product of the first two, that is to say

J ′β
ᾱ = iJ β

ᾱ , J ′β̄
α = −iJ β̄

α . (7.9)

When we apply equation (7.6) to the complex structures J and J ′, we immediately get the
following two equations

1

2
∂α(J δ

β̄ gδγ̄)− ∂δ(gα[β̄)J δ
γ̄] + ∂α(gδ[β̄)J δ

γ̄] = 0 , ∂[β̄(Bγ̄τ̄ ])J τ̄
α = 0 . (7.10)

One easily deduces from these equations that the covariant derivatives of the complex structures
vanish. One thus recovers the statement made in [40], that N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry with
complex structures satisfying the quaternionic algebra correspond to the weak HKT geometry,
which differs from the strong HKT geometry appearing in d = 2 (4, 0) supersymmetric sigma
models merely in that the torsion 3-form is not closed.

The above consideration was based upon the assumption that the extra supersymmetries
associated with the complex structures J and J ′ are uniformly realized on all involved chiral
superfields Zα, that is by the transformation law (7.1) and by a similar law with J ′. This
situation can be shown to be in one-to-one correspondence with the analysis in the previous
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Sections, the (4, 4, 0) multiplets being formed by pairs of the chiral N = 2 superfields Zα. Let
us now turn to the most general situation, when, along with the standard (4, 4, 0) multiplets,
their mirror counterparts are also taken into account. This option was not considered in the
literature before.

The simultaneous description of two different sorts of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets in the N = 2
superspace amounts to considering two types of complex coordinates zα, α = 1 · · ·m, and ua,
a = 1 · · ·n. The manifold under consideration has dimension 2(m+n). For reasons to be clear
soon, both m and n must be even. Both zα and ua are assumed to be the lowest components of
the chiral N = 2 superfields Zα and Ua . Only the standard N = 2 supersymmetry is manifest,
and we suppose that these superfields transform under an extra N = 2 supersymmetry as :

δZα = ǫJα
β̄ D̄Z̄ β̄, δUa = ǭKa

b̄ D̄Ū b̄,

δZ̄ ᾱ = ǭJ̄ ᾱ
βDZβ, δŪ ā = ǫK̄ ā

bDU b, (7.11)

where ǫ is a new complex Grassmann parameter. Clearly, when considered together, these two
sets of superfields possess essentially different transformation laws under the extra supersym-
metry. Further, we shall make the hypothesis that the transformation of one type of coordinates
depend only on the same type of complex coordinate:

∂aJ
α
β̄ = ∂āJ

α
β̄ = 0, ∂αK

a
b̄ = ∂ᾱK

a
b̄ = 0, (7.12)

(the same conditions are assumed for J̄ and K̄)15. The preservation of chirality imposes the
constraints

∂[ᾱJ
γ

β̄]
= 0, ∂[āK

c
b̄] = 0, (7.13)

and analogous conditions for J̄ and K̄. The supersymmetry algebra requires

Jα
γ̄ J̄

γ̄
β = −δαγ , Ka

c̄ K̄
c̄
b = −δab , (7.14)

as well as
∂γ(J

α
[β̄)J

γ

δ̄]
= 0, ∂γ̄(J

α
β̄
)J̄ γ̄

τ + Jα
γ̄ ∂β̄(J̄

γ̄
τ ) = 0, (7.15)

together with analogous equations forK and K̄. These last equations are consequences of (7.13)
and (7.14). Let us combine Zα, Z̄ ᾱ and Ua, Ū ā into a generic co-ordinateXA, withA = α, ᾱ, a, ā.
By separating the Grassmann parameter into its real and imaginary part ǫ = ǫ1 + iǫ2, we see
that we have introduced two new complex structures

δXA = ǫ1J1DXA + ǫ2J2DXA, (7.16)

with D = D + D̄. These complex structures have the block-diagonal form:

J1 =









0 J 0 0
J̄ 0 0 0
0 0 0 K
0 0 K̄ 0









, J2 =









0 iJ 0 0
−iJ̄ 0 0 0
0 0 0 −iK
0 0 iK̄ 0









, (7.17)

15This hypothesis is substantiated by the fact already mentioned that in the N = 4 bi-harmonic superfield
approach the mutually mirror (4,4,0) multiplets are represented by analytic superfields with different sorts of
harmonic analyticity, so N = 4 supersymmetry cannot mix them.
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while the complex structure corresponding to the manifest N = 2 supersymmetry reads

J3 =









i1 0 0 0
0̄ −i1 0 0
0 0 i1 0
0 0 0 −i1









. (7.18)

It is to be noticed that these three complex structures do not form a quaternionic algebra:

J1J2 6= J3, J2J3 6= J1, (7.19)

although they have definite anticommutation relations

{Ja,Jb} = 2δab1. (7.20)

The general N = 2 superfield action relevant to our consideration is as follows16:

S =
1

2

∫

dtdθdθ̄
(

−(gαβ̄DZαD̄Z̄ β̄ + gαb̄DZαD̄Ū b̄ + gaβ̄DUaD̄Z̄ β̄ + gab̄DUaD̄Ū b̄)

+
1

12
(BαβDZαDZβ +BαbDZαDU b +BaβDUaDZβ +BabDUaDU b)

+
1

12
(Bᾱβ̄D̄Z̄ ᾱD̄Z̄ β̄ +Bᾱb̄D̄Z̄ ᾱD̄Ū b̄ +Bāβ̄D̄Ū āD̄Z̄ β̄ +Bāb̄D̄Ū āD̄Ū b̄)

)

. (7.21)

Invariance of this action under the transformations (7.11) leads to the equations

gαb̄ = 0, gα(β̄J
α
γ̄) = 0, ga(b̄K

a
c̄) = 0, (7.22)

together with their complex conjugates. This set of equations may be interpreted as coming
from the hermiticity of the metric with respect to the complex structures J2 and J3. One
furthermore obtains the conditions

∂α(gδγ̄J
δ
β̄)− 2 ∂α(gδ[γ̄)J

δ
β̄] + 2 ∂δ(gα[γ̄)J

δ
β̄] = 0 ,

∂a(gdc̄K
d
b̄
)− 2 ∂a(gd[c̄)K

d
b̄] + 2 ∂d(ga[c̄)K

d
b̄] = 0 ,

[2 ∂[β̄(Bγ̄]d̄) + ∂d̄(Bβ̄γ̄)]K̄
d̄
a + 6 ∂a(gλ[β̄)J

λ
γ̄] = 0,

[2 ∂[b̄(Bc̄]δ̄) + ∂δ̄(Bb̄c̄)]J̄
δ̄
α + 6 ∂α(ge[b̄)K

e
c̄] = 0,

∂[αBγδ] = 0, ∂[aBcd] = 0, (7.23)

together with the complex conjugate equations. When taking into account the previous con-
straints, these equations can be cast in the same form as the equation (2.5), but in application to
the new complex structures J1 and J2. In the condensed notation through the co-ordinates XA,
these equations imply that the symmetrized covariant derivatives of these complex structures
vanish

∇(AJa
C
B) = 0 , a = 1, 2, (7.24)

but they do not imply that the full covariant derivatives of the complex structures vanish.
The properties (7.24), (7.19) and (7.20) are just the characteristic properties of the complex

16It can be cast in the generic form (2.20) by combining chiral superfields Zα and Ua and their conjugates

into the new sets Z̃A = (Zα, Ua) and ¯̃
ZĀ = (Z̄ᾱ, Ū ā).
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structures in the most general target geometry of the N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetric sigma
models based on multiplets (4, 4, 0) [30, 31].

Finally, using the notation

cαβc =
1

3
(∂cBαβ + ∂αBβc + ∂βBcα),

cabγ =
1

3
(∂γBab + ∂aBbγ + ∂bBγa), (7.25)

one gets, as the last conditions for the invariance of the action under N = 4 supersymmetry,
the following relations

∂ē(cα[bc)K̄
ē
d] = 0, ∂ē(cαβ[c)K̄

ē
d] = 0,

∂τ̄ (ca[βγ)J̄
τ̄
δ] = 0, ∂τ̄ (cab[γ)J̄

τ̄
δ] = 0, (7.26)

together with their complex conjugates. As stated above, these constraints coincide with a
particular sector of the geometric equations (2.6), this time applied to the complex structures
J1 and J2.

To summarize, we have shown that the most general bosonic target geometry of N = 4 ,
d = 1 sigma models can be achieved provided both types of the mutually mirror (4, 4, 0)
multiplets are simultaneously included. Keeping in mind that m = 2k and n = 2l, k, l ≥ 1,
such a generalized geometry can be realized only for the target spaces of the dimension d =
4(k + l) = 4s , s = 2, 3 . . . , with the minimal dimension d = 8 . The N = 4, d = 1 sigma
models built only on the multiplets of the same sort exhibit weak HKT geometry as their
target geometries.

8 Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we constructed and studied the sigma-model and Wess-Zumino-type superfield
actions for any number of (4, 4, 0) multiplets described by the analytic harmonic superfields
q+a subjected to the most general harmonic constraints which are compatible with the d = 1
harmonic analyticity. The main distinguishing feature of our superfield description as compared,
e.g., with the formulations used in [29, 30, 31], is that our actions exhibit manifest off-shell
N = 4 supersymmetry. We have shown that the most general bosonic target space geometry
of this class of d = 1 sigma model actions is the weak HKT geometry. Our superfield approach
suggests that this geometry is solved in terms of two unconstrained potentials: the general
non-analytic scalar potential L(f+a, f−a, u±i) and the analytic potential L+3a(f+b, u±i) . We
presented the general expressions for the relevant metric and torsion, as well as the conditions
under which the weak HKT geometry becomes the strong HKT and the ordinary HK ones.
We also presented the general component form of the analytic WZ term which involves the
coupling of the multiplets (4, 4, 0) to an external abelian self-dual gauge field given on a target
HKT manifold.

Furthermore, using the N = 2 superfield formalism, we have shown that the most general
N = 4, d = 1 sigma-model target geometry arises, when taking into account simultaneously
two types of (4, 4, 0) multiplets which are mirror with respect to each other. Actually, our
consideration in this paper together with the results of refs. [44] and [34] give a hint as to
what could be independent primary potentials solving this general geometry. Indeed, as was
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already mentioned, the ordinary and mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplets are represented by superfields
living on two distinct analytic subspaces of the bi-harmonic N = 4 superspace (t, θiα, u±i, v±α)
where i and α are doublet indices of two commuting automorphism (R-symmetry) SU(2)
groups of the N = 4, d = 1 Poincaré supergroup (see [34] for more details). Then the general
sigma model superfield action should be an obvious generalization of the action (4.73), with
both types of the analytic superfields and their harmonic derivatives involved. Also, there
should be imposed appropriate harmonic constraints of the type (4.22), giving rise to some
extended set of potentials of the type L+3a, each depending on the superfields of one or another
harmonic analyticity. This set of bi-harmonic analytic potentials together with the Lagrangian
depending simultaneously on both types of (4, 4, 0) superfields can be thought of as constituting
the minimal set of the underlying potentials of the general N = 4, d = 1 sigma-model target
geometry. Note that the general action of one ordinary and one mirror linear (4, 4, 0) multiplets
(i.e. described by analytic bi-harmonic superfields with harmonic constraints of the type (3.13))
was constructed in [44] using the ordinary N = 4 superfields. It was shown that this action
possesses N = 8 supersymmetry under some simple restrictions on the superfield Lagrangian17.
It is of obvious interest to extend our consideration here to the bi-harmonic stuff, and, in
particular, to find general conditions of existence of N = 8 supersymmetry in the system of
linear and nonlinear ordinary and mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplets. The dimension of the target spaces
in such N = 8 supersymmetric models is a multiple of 8, and the corresponding geometries
should reveal a close relation to octonions [30, 45].

Besides extension to the bi-harmonic approach, there are a few other directions in which the
results presented here can be applied and advanced. For instance, using our general geometric
consideration, it would be interesting to construct couplings to external non-abelian gauge fields
on the general HKT manifolds and their various particular cases. The basic ingredients of such
a construction in the case of linear N = 4, d = 1 multiplets [46] are the “semi-dynamical”
spin (4, 4, 0) multiplets [47] described solely by the superfield WZ terms of the kind (3.20). It
is natural to try to extend this construction to the case, when both the coordinate and spin
multiplets are general non-linear (4, 4, 0) multiplets introduced in the present paper. Also, it is
tempting to apply, to the general case, the superfield procedure of gauging isometries [26, 35, 36],
which produces the off-shell actions of the multiplets (n, 4, 4− n) , n = 0, 1, 2, 3 , from those
of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets. In this way, most general N = 4 supersymmetric sigma-model and
WZ-type actions of such multiplets can be set up. An interesting task for future study is to
quantize the N = 4 mechanics models constructed here, with taking into account both the
sigma-model and WZ-type couplings, and to establish relations between these quantum models
and various geometric objects of the target geometry, like Dirac and Dolbeault complexes and
their possible generalizations, along the lines of refs. [41] and [48].
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